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ABSTRACT

"Humor and Parody in E. T. A. Hoffmann's Novel

Djfe Lebens-Anslohten des Katers Murr."

Pcimela R. Curzon

E. T. A. Hoffmann's novel Lie Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr

consists of two stories. One represents the biography of Johannes

Kreisler, a serious and genuinely Inspired musician, whose sometimes

quixotic behavior puts him at odds with society. The other is the

autobiography of the tomcat Murr,who thinks of himself as a genius and

artist, but is only a philistine. Since the cat used Kreisler's biogra¬

phy as blotting paper, which, as the editor claims, mistakenly remained

in the manuscript, the two parts are seemingly juxtaposed at random in

the form of fragments. Despite this curious connection Kater Murr unfolds

as a comical novel. The comedy comprises both humorous and parodlstlc

elements. Humor exists in five degrees of complexity. The simplest

level involves using a word incorrectly. From here the comic element

grows to include quotes, metaphors, and idioms. On the third level E.

T. A. Hoffmann explores a character's ideas, and then, on the tburth, he

uses the situation in which the novel figures find themselves. And

finally, the syntactical habits of a character, language, becomes the

fifth level of humor. Some of the different levels of hmor Interrelate.

Hoffmann also uses several different types of parody. One is the parody

of tone, where a character imitates the language nuances of other con-



temporary authors. Another, more complex level, comprises the parody

of romantic novel themes and characters. And thirdly, the whole struc¬

ture of the novel becomes the all-encompassing parody in Kater Murr. In

some cases humor and parody overlap. The purpose of this thesis is to

show how E. T. A. Hoffmann employs humor and parody. In three chapters

I have discussed a) the way in which humor and parody progress in the

course of the novel, b) how they contrast and c) how they complement

each other. The final chapter then depicts how these elements of humor

and parody transcend the fragmentation and unite both parts of Kater

Murr into a cohesive whole.
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INTRODUGTION

The capacity to laugh at oneself and one's own mistakes requires

a strength of character possessed by too few people. More often, one

tends to be amused by the faults of others without recognizing the same

flaws in oneself. Just as laughter may indicate character in people,

humor in its many forms may give shape to a work, bringing to it its

own character, which is linked to the type of humor the writer utilizes.

E. T. A. Hoffmann uses the medium of humor extensively. His novel

Die Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr is permeated by it in many different

ways. In some instances, a character in the novel evokes laughter in

the reader by something he says or does. In other Instances, one cha¬

racter may laugh at another, creating laughter within the novel itself.

And occasionally, characters in the novel may even laugh, at themselves.

Depending on which type of laughter Hoffmann employs, he creates either

humor or parody.

Humor, in general, may briefly be defined as follows:

GemUtsstimmung, die sich über die Unzulänglichkeit des
Menschenlebens wohlwollend, doch distanziert lächelnd erhebt
und über das Niedrig-Komische, Unnatürliche hinweg zu einer
gesunden und natürlichen Neltauffassung dvirchdrlngt. Mittel
der Selbstkritik und der Selbstbehauptung im unsinnigen Da¬
sein zugleich, durch milde, hmane Nachsicht und erhabene Ge¬
lassenheit der direkten Betrachtung von.scharfen Spott der
Satire wie ln der uneigentlichen Redeweise der Ironie und der
derben Komik geschieden. 1

Gero von Wilpert, SachwOrterbuch der Literatur (Stuttgart: Kröner,
1969), pp. 3^0-341.
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In contrast to humor, the basic definition of a literary parody could be:

Die verspottende, verzerrende oder übertreibende Nachahmung
eines schon vorhandenen ernstgemeintes Werkes oder einzelner
Telle daraus unter Beibehaltung der äusseren Form, doch mit
anderem nicht dazu passendem Inhalt. ... Erreicht Komik
durch die Diskrepanz zwischen Form und Inhalt und durch die
nur vom Original aus verständliche Abwandlung derselben. 2

Humor, then, is good-nat\ared and warm, while parody can be sharp and

cynical. But these basic definitions do not necessarily coincide with

Hoffmann's application of the two literary devices. How he utilizes hu¬

mor and parody, what role they play in the novel, and in which way they

contrast with and complement each other are the elements I shall consi¬

der in this thesis. For hmor, as seen by Hoffmann, is not always the

good-natured recognition of one's own failings. In fact, more often the

humor springs from a character's blindness to his faults.

Wolfgang Preisendanz sees in Hoffmann's humor a dialectical struc¬

ture. One side is the irony, the other side is the hmor. He writes:

Die Ironie ist die von schmerzhafter Sehnsucht getriebene
Negation der gegebenen Wirklichkeit, sie ist, als das im
Innern liegende Prinzip, die Antithese der prosaischen Posi¬
tiv!tät; der Humor ist aber die poetische Synthese, in der
die Wahrheit der Negation und die Wahrheit der Posltivität
vermittelt und aiifgehoben werden kann. 3

Irony is at times destructive, while humor heals the breach between the

2
Wilpert, SachwOrterbuch, p. 553•

3̂
Humor als dichterische Einbildungskraft:Studien zur Erzählkunst des

poetischen Realismus, (München: Eidos, 1963)t P« 7^-
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negatlve and the positive sides of humanity. Preisendanz expands this

synthesis and considers Hoffmann's humor to he the link between reality

and fantasy;

Im Humor befreundet sich das wirkende, schaffende Leben der
Phantasie mit den Erscheinungen der von aussen aufgedrungenen
Realität, der Humor als 'angewandte Phantasie' verharrt nicht
in der Schwebe der schmerzhaft-sehnsüchtigen ironischen Nega¬
tion, sondern tritt hinaus ins Leben, indem er die innere
Erscheinungen aufgehen lässt in Kreise der äusseren, aber er
tut dies gebietend, d.h. er vermag dabei die Autonomie der
Phantasie zu wahren; darin vollzieht sich die Synthese, in der
die Wahrheit der ironischen Negation aufgehoben werden kann. 4

Thus humor enables us to laugh at the world of a tomcat. Representing

the world of fantasy. Murr's life takes on the semblance of reality, be¬

cause Hoffmann's humor here relates to human ideas and is measured by

human standards.

The contrasting part to humor in the novel, which Preisendanz consi¬

ders to be irony, I regard as parody. It is irony, and even satire,

that Kreisler uses when he makes fun of his relatives or the people at

the court of Sieghaxtsweller. But the idea of irony takes into account

only one side of his personality and ignores the parody. Irony can be

defined as;

... die komische Vernichtung eines berechtigt oder unberech¬
tigt Anerkennung Fordernden, Erhabenen durch Spott, Enthüllung
der Hinfälligkeit, Lächerllchmachung unter dem Schein der
Ernsthaftigkeit. 5

Kreisler often uses an ironic tone while he is parodying others or

4
Ibid., p; 78.

^
Wilpert, Sachwörterbuch, p. 3^1.



himself. In this way irony helps to set the correct mood for a parody,

so that the reader understands the character's intention.

The Important component of Prelsendanz's definition, then, is the

interpretation of humor. For humor transcends- all boundaries; it can

produce a bond between people who otherwise have nothing in common. In

some cases, it becomes a universal language, but only when the subject

of humor is so basic that time and space are of no consequence. When

humor evokes laughter, the effect is always positive.

Preisendanz is not the only scholar who considers Hoffmann's humor

to be positive. Fritz Martini sees in it "die innere Kraft der

Versöhnung." He writes;

Der Humor wird im späteren Erzählwerk Hoffmanns das Zeichen
eines Wissens um das metaphysische Ganze, vor dem die Kleinig¬
keit des Ich mit allen seinen Verhängnissen und Enttäuschungen,
die unleugbar sind, sich selbst in einer heiter entsagenden
Innigkeit aufgibt. Im Hmor wird es aus der Qual seiner
Individuation befreit; es befreit sich selbst durch ihn. Der
Humor löst die peinigenden Grenzen der Befangenheit im Ich,
und er befreit zu der Universalität des höheren Seins. 6

E. T. A. Hoffmann's humor has that universality. Although his characters

are not always capable of laughing at themselves, the discrepancies they

cause between their own fantasy world and reality creates a comedy without

boundaries. In other words, Hoffmann's humor is based not so much on

self-recognition, as Wilpert defines it, as it is on incongruity, which

Wilpert sees as the foundation of parody. Here hiimor and parody overlap.

Parody also builds, of course, on discrepancy. If no comparison .

^
"Die Märchendichtungen E. T. A. Hoffmanns," Deutschunterricht, Vol. 7»

No.2 (1955), P. 73
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were made between the original and the imitation, parody could not

exist. Webster defines parody as "a form or situation showing imi-

tation that is faithful to a degree but that is weak or distorted."

The factors which cause the laughter are twofold - not only retaining

enough characteristics of the original, so that the parody is recogni¬

zable, but also showing up the deficiencies of the original. As Herman

Meyer explains it; "The parodlstic comedy consists in the fact that the
g

quoted material has been emptied of meaning." For, once the parody

takes away the seriousness and dignity of the original, it loses all its

Impact on the reader and, clearly, it persuasive powers.

In his discussion of parody Erwin Rotermund claims that, originally,

parody had to contain both the elements of producing laughter and of

being "kritisch-spöttisch." But in modern times parody has become an

9art form in itself. In Die Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr, parody

had already attained the level of an art form. It produces laughter, but

only very seldom is the hiunor critical or satirical. Most often, parody

7
New Third International Dictionary (Unabridged), (Springfield; G.& G.

Merriam Company, I96I).
g

The Poetics of Quotation in the European Novel, translated by Theodore
Ziolkowski. (Princeton; Princeton University Press, I968), p. 137.
^ Die Parodie in der modernen deutschen Lyrik. (München; Eldos, I963),
p. 21; "Der Blick auf die verschiedenen Auffassungen der Tendenz hat
gezeigt, dass meine Definition, wenn sie von 'blosser Erheiterung' und
'satirischer Kritik' redet, durchaus ln der Tradition der exakteren Be-
griffbestlmmungen steht. ... Wenn aber die Möglichkeit weiterer Absich¬
ten offengelassen wird, ... dann rechtfertigt sich diese Erweiterung
vor allem diorch das Phänomen der modernen Parodie, die vielfach den
Bereich der nur erheiternden Komik und der Satire hinter sich lässt
und zu einer neuen Kunstform mit höherem Anspruch wird."
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In Kater Mirrr has taJcen the essence of other romantic literature and

turned it into its own fantastic tale. The story itself would be

perfectly entertaining even if one could not recognize the parodistic

elements. But the reader, in perceiving its parody, finds another

element of pleasure.

The humor and parody not only combine to produce a highly enjoyable

novel, but also play an important role in its structiare, a factor I

will discuss in chapter three of this thesis. The understanding of these

three elements in the novel — Hoffmann's humor, his parody, and the

structure of the work — are important for a heightened appreciation

of Kater Murr.
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Ghapter I.

Humor In Kater Murr.

A. Kater Murr

1
Humor permeates all parts of Die Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr.

This humor undergoes many variations, depending on the characters who

create it, the situations of which they are a part, and/or the ideas

these characters present. Basically, though, E. T. A. Hoffmann presents

comic aspects in Kater Murr on five levels. On the first level, humor

is created by a character who misplaces a word or contrasts one word with

another. From here the comic element grows, and on the second level E. T.

A. Hoffmann uses quotes, expressions, idioms, and metaphors. The third

level is expressed through the character's ideas, the forth by the situa¬

tions in which the characters find themselves. And finally, the complete

syntactical habits of a character, the language, becomes the fifth level

of humor. Since a novel is created partly by the language which its

narrators use, this level sometimes encompasses other levels of comedy,

especially that humor which is expressed through words, quotes and Idioms.

The only figure of the novel who actually creates humor on all

^
The full title of the novel is; Lebens -Ans ichten des Katers Murr nebst

fragmentarischer Biographie des Kapellmeisters Johannes Kreislers in
zufälligen Makulaturblättern (Stuttgart; Philipp Reclam Junior, 1972).
All quotes from this novel will be given by page number at the end of
the quote and will follow the edition by Hartmut Steinicke, which fol¬
lows the first ed. of 1820, F. Dtlmmler; Berlin.
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five levels is Miirr himself. Being a cat, his obvious medium of com¬

munication is "cat language," for only cats have "die wunderbare Gabe,

durch das einzige Wörtlein 'Miau' Freude, Schmerz, Wonne und Entzücken,

Angst und Verzweiflung, kurz alle Empfindungen und Leidenschaften, in

ihren mannigfaltigen Abstufungen auszudrücken."(p.l6) But to make himself

understood. Murr has to communicate in the Inferior 'lingua humana.'

Out of this deficiency numerous problems of communications arise, for

Murr has not been able to master this second-rate language completely,

due to its complexity. Murr does not realize that he makes mistakes

and self-righteously claims: "Was 1st die Sprache der Menschen gegen die¬

ses einfachste aller einfachen Mittel sich verständlich zu machen."

(p. 16) This leads to confusion, and consequently Murr often combines

contradictory words in one sentence. In fact, he sometimes uses one word

and then negates it immediately, destroying any impact on the reader:

doch jeder der dies lieset oder nicht lieset, begreift nicht
meine hohe Begeisterung, denn er kennt nicht den hohen Stand¬
punkt, zu dem ich mich hinaufgeschwungen! - Hinaufgeklettert
wäre richtiger, aber kein Dichter spricht von seinen Füssen.

(P- 13)

Often this negation will be combined with another habit of Murr's —

using one word in two different meanings. When Murr talks about "eine

hohe Begeisterung," he means intellectual heights. And when he claims

that he is capable of swinging himself up to these heights, he actually

suggests that he can attain this brilliant level emotionally and intel¬

lectually. Therefore, when in his next sentence Murr refers to the act

of climbing in connection with "sich hinaufschwingen," he has refuted

the connotation of intellectual brilliance and the statement becomes
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comical.

This shows another fault Murr has throughout the autohlography, i.e.

the incapacity to recognize the discrepancy between the meaning of a par¬

ticular word and how he himself uses it. This becomes blatant in words

which take on a double entendre:

So wie der Komet alle Sterne überleuchtet, so verschwindet
ihr, stell ich nur nicht meine Gaben unter den Scheffel,
sondern lasse mein Licht gehörig leuchten, und das dependiert
ganz von mir. (p. 186)

Murr is trying to point out what a brilliant star he is in the universe,

so brilliant that he could eclipse any others. But he does not seem to

be aware of the two underlying colloquial expressions which are contained

in this statement: "Du brauchst dein Licht nicht unter den Scheffel zu

stellen," which means that one does not need to hide one's talents out

of false modesty, and two; "Bist du aber eine Leuchte," or "Bist du

aber ein Licht," cynically telling another person that he is everything

else but intelligent. This Incongruity between Murr's own opinion of

himself and the meaning of the second phrase are the language factors

which create the comic effects the reader recognizes.

These misapplications of words form the simplest level of humor in

the Murr fragments. The other levels expand from this component, and

the misuse of one word or of a short phrase will often be contained in

the more complex forms of humor. The next level is not always as strict¬

ly confined to the relationships between the linguistic elements within

the novel. Here, humor is produced by quotes, idioms, metaphors or

simply short Incidents, and E. T. A. Hoffmann sometimes draws on the
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outslde knowledge of the reader in his creation of humorous effects.

One example of this method comes in a scene where Murr, over¬

whelmed by his own feelings, exclaims;

Warum verschloss das Schicksal nicht unsere Brust dem
wilden Spiel unseliger Leidenschaften! Warum müssen wir, ein
dünnes schwankendes Rohr, uns beugen vor dem Sturm des Lebens?

(p. 51)

Then Murr burst out with the q.uote: "0 Appetit, dein Name ist Kater!"

(p. 51) The comedy introduced by this comment is twofold. One arises

out of the obvious misquote of Hamlet, and the other comes with the

mental connection which Murr makes. For "Appetit" refers to "unselige

Leidenschaften," which turns out to be the actual eating of the "Herings¬

kopf." (p. 5l) In other words, a high, ennobling passion, an intel¬

lectual concept, is paralleled with the base physical idea of appetite

and eating, and therefore made banal.

Murr is not the only figure to parallel semantic components incor¬

rectly. Murr's mother, Mina, produces the same mistake, when she and

Murr first meet. Only Mina does not misquote a famous phrase. She

paraphrases biblical language. After lovingly embracing M\arr with her

paws, which is in itself a comical situation, she cries out: "Ja du

bist es, du bist mein Sohn, mein guter Sohn" (P. 48). But the biblical

imagery and language is destroyed immediately by the completion of the

sentence; "... den ich ohne sonderliche Schmerzen geboren!" The fact

that the birth was painless seems totally irrelevant in connection with

the knowledge that she has found her son. And in the process of brush-
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ing aside the actual birth so condescendingly, Mina simultaneously mi¬

nimizes the importance of having a son in the first place. For Mina,

finding Murr is equivalent to finding the prodigal son. However, her

outbiirst of pleasure stands in complete contrast with her actual words,

and this incongruity between reality and image creates a comic effect.

In Mina's case the reverse effect of her statement comes inadvertent¬

ly. She herself does not grasp the contradictory substance of the two

phrases. Sometimes this is not the case in the Murr fragments. In one

discussion between Murr and his wife Miesmies, Miesmies piarposely starts

a statement positively, and then negates the idea immediately:

'Guter Murr', sprach sie sanft und ruhig, 'ich glaube zu
fühlen, dass ich dich nicht mehr so liebe, als sonst,
welches mich sehr schmerzt. ... Nimm es nicht übel, süsser
Freund, aber es ist mir so, als wärst du mir schon längst
ganz unausstehlich gewesen.' (p. 215)

Murr himself responds with the same sentiments;

'Mächtiger Himmel, ... welche Sympathie der Seelen, mir
geht es so, wie dir.' (p. 215)

In this passage, therefore, humor is created through the polite speech

pattern the cats use to show how well-mannered they can be while they are

trying to get rid of their partners. The effect Increases with the next

paragraph, in which Murr states:

Nachdem wir uns auf dieses Weise einig geworden, dass wir uns
einander ganz unausstehlich wären, und uns notwendigerweise
trennen müssten auf ewig, umpfoteten wir uns auf das
zärtlichste, und weinten heisse Tränen der Freude und des
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EntzUckens! (p. 215)

Gonseq.uently E. T. A. Hoffmann often creates hmor on this level by

letting one of the characters make a statement, either intentionally

or inadvertantly, which will be paralleled by its negation. Of course.

Murr's fantastic romantic phrases, like "trennen müssten auf ewig,"

and "weinten heisse Tränen der Freude und des Entzückens," increase the

contradictions of sentiment.

In the two forms discussed so far, humor was created by concrete

factors; the misuse of words, q.uotes, or phrases. On the next level,

Hoffmann shifts comedy to the intellectual concepts of the reader, for

here he presents Kater Murr's ideas. Since Murr's section of the novel

is autobiographical, he obviously analyzes his ideas and philosophical

opinions. In fact. Murr begins his work with philosophical ideas;

'0 du süsse Gewohnheit des Daseins!' ruft jener niederlän¬
dische Held ln der Tragödie aus. So auch ich, aber nicht
wie der Held in dem schmerzlichen Augenblick, als er sich
davon trennen soll - nein! - ln dem Moment, da mich eben die
volle Lust des Gedankens durchdringt, dass ich ln jene süsse
Gewohnheit nun ganz und gar hineingekommen, (p. I3)

Full of self-confidence, he uses a quote to show his knowledge of lite¬

rature and how he is able to grasp its philosophical import. But Murr

misquotes, for the real quote in Goethe's Egmont reads;

Keine Rettung! — Süsses Leben! schöne, freundliche Gewohn¬
heit des Daseins und Wirkens! von dir soll ich scheiden!
So gelassen scheiden! 2

2
Egmont, Vol. III (Frankfurt ajii Main; Insel Verlag), pp. 245/6.
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As even Murr points out, Egmont says these words shortly "before his

death in a feeling of dlspalr and misery. For Murr these same words,

or rather his version thereof, are used to symbolize his birth, one

of the greatest moments in his life. In other words. Murr reverses

Goethe's idea completely. Life is no longer something worthy that one

strives to keep, in order to fulfill one's goals, but it has become

a habit into which one has fallen at birth.

Part of this habit or this fact of life is the process of educa¬

tion. As a cat who is trying to be accepted by his readers, education

plays a large role in his life. Consequently, Miirr spends much time

discussing his own education. In his opinion, it is up to the genius
3to educate others by what he has learned. Others must read the

work of the genius and take his actions as an example, for only in

comparing one's own actions, life, and thoughts to those of a genius

can one know what to do and how to do it. Sometimes it is even possible

to become a genius by reading great works. Since Murr considers himself

to be a great genius, he now hopes that he will become the inspiration

for others:

Mancher las den Plutarch oder auch wohl nur den Cornelius

3
p. 32 "Es 1st nämlich höchst merkwürdig und lehrreich, wenn ein grosser

Geist in einer Autobiographie über alles, was sich mit ihm in seiner-Ju¬
gend begab, sollte es auch noch so unbedeutend scheinen, recht umständ¬
lich (sich) auslässt. Kann aber auch wohl einem hohen Genius jemals Un¬
bedeutendes begegnen? Alles, was er in seiner Knabenzelt unternahm oder
nicht unternahm, ist von der höchsten Wichtigkeit."
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Fepos und vrurde ein grosser Held. ... So werden meine Werke
auch gewiss in der Brust manches jungen geist- und gemütreichen
Katers das höhere Leben der Poesie entzünden, und ... er
(wird) in Entzücken der Begeisterung ausrufen; 'Murr, göttlicher
Murr, grösster deines Geschlechts, dir, dir allein verdanke
ich alles, nur dein Beispiel macht mich gross.' (p. 33)

It is not surprising that Murr places a lot of weight on his own edu¬

cation and on how he received it, for he as the genius has the responsi¬

bility of educating the cat-masses. He must be able to discuss his

ideas thoroughly, so that other cats will have as many chances as possible

to absorb them. That this is one of Miorr's main ideas is already shown

in the preface he writes, even though it has been suppressed by the

editor. Nonetheless, it represents a true indication of Miirr's feelings;

Mit der Sicherheit und Ruhe, die dem wahren Genie angeboren,
übergebe ich der Welt meine Biographie, damit sie lerne, wie
man sich ziim grossen Kater bildet, meine Vortrefflichkeit im
ganzen Umfange erkenne, mich liebe, schätze, ehre, bewundere
und ein wenig anbete. (p. ll)

This idea of educating his followers forms the basis for many of

Murr's ideas and opinions. It also gives him an excuse to write down

anything that comes to his mind and to expound on it at length so that

other cats will definitely understand him, the genius. In one of these

passages Murr' explains the psychological workings of his mind. This

occurs in the scene where he meets his mother. Murr has just gone to

fetch a fishhead for her to eat, so that she would not be hungry;

Da geriet ich in einen Zustand, der auf seltsame Welse mein
Ich meinem Ich entfremdend, doch mein eigentliches Ich schien.
Ich glaube mich verständlich und scharf ausgedrückt zu haben.
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so dass in dieser Schilderung meines seltsamen Zustandes
jeder den die geistige Tiefe durchschauenden Psychologen
erkennen wird. - Ich fahre fort!

Das sonderbare Gefühl, gewebt aus Lust und Unlust,
betäubte meine Sinne - überwältigte mich - kein Widerstand
möglich - ich frass den Heringskopf!

Murr describes his feelings, so that everybody leaxns to understand his

complex psychology. He spends a great deal of time explaining his mo¬

tives, which turn out to be quite simple: he was greedy and ate the fish

himself. This discrepancy between Miurr's longwinded psychology and the

simplicity of the fact that caused the explanation represents such an in¬

tellectual gap that the reader, far from following Miirr's advice, has

to laugh.

Unfortunately, Murr then uses his own psychology to excuse his

behavior. After having eaten the promised gift. Murr is plagued by a

bad conscience. To soothe his own feelings of wrongdoing he decides to

invite Mina for some milk the next day. This idea pleases him so great¬

ly that he falls asleep. Instead of learning from this incident, which

he has dissected so profoundly to say that one does not eat up gifts

which were meant for others. Murr seeks another way of getting out of

his dilemma. This is;

Oh! so schwer anfangs der Heringskopf auf meiner Seele
lastete, doch lernte ich einsehen, was Appetit heisst, und
das es frevel ist, der Mutter Natur zu widerstreben. Jeder
suche sich seine Heringsköpfe und greife nicht vor der Saga-
zltät der andern, die vom richtigen Appetit geleitet, schon
die ihrigen finden werden, (p. 51)

In other words, he explains to his audience his own form of Christianity:



take care of yoiirself and do not help others. Thus Murr misuses the

concepts of Christianity completely, but based on his knowledge that one

will be overwhelmed by appetite and hunger, his beliefs follow as a

logical conclusion. The reader, realizing Murr's prerogatives — l.e.

how he tries to alleviate his own guilt — once again finds it hard

to take Murr seriously.

Murr writes with one foregone conclusion in mind: every one of his

readers agrees with everything he says. He states this several times
4

throughout his autobiography. He himself can only see his ideas in

his own limited way. Either they are based on an incident that just

occurred, and has colored his whole outlook on life, or they are based

on works of those he considers to be other great writers. In other

words, he himself learns in exactly the same way he expects his followers

to learn from him. Therefore, a lot of his own ideas are not only mis¬

uses of philosophical or psychological works, but he again parallels

the wrong elements. On this level he equates wrong concepts rather

than just words or short phrases. One of the parallel equations is a

completely wrong association between mental concepts and physical things:

Ja! es ist nicht anders, auf einen Boden muss ich geboren

4
See pa^e 51s "Ihr fühlenden Seelen, die ihr mich ganz versteht, ihr

werdet es, seid ihr sonst ^eine Esel, sondern wahrhaftig honette Kater,
ihr werdet es elnsehen, dass dieser Sturm in meiner Brust meinen Jugend¬
himmel aufheitern musste."
And also see page 188: "Doch ist es Zeit, dass ich euch, mir verwandte
Seelen einer schönem Nachwelt ... ja dass ihr etwas Weiters davon er¬
fahrt, was sich mit eurem Murr zutrug."
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sein! ... Klima, Vaterland, Sitten, Gebräuche, wie unaus¬
löschlich ist ihr Eindruck. ... Woher kommt in mein Inneres
dieser Höhesinn, dieser unwiderstehliche Trieb zum Erhabenen?
Woher diese wunderbar seltene Fertigkeit im Klettern. ...
Die Sehnsucht nach dem heimatlichen Boden regt sich mächtig!
... - Du, oh! Boden, spendest mir ln freigiebiger Fülle manch
Mäusleln ... 'Gewaltig ist die Liebe zu dir o Vaterland!'

(p. 18)

The comic effect is produced not only by mls-associations, but also by

the manner in which he talks about his adored objects. Since Murr believes

that he is talking about that patriotic ideal - his birthplace - he uses

those phrases he considers appropriate for one's native country. In fact,

he begins to wax eloquent. This increases the absurdity of the situa¬

tion, once the reader realizes that he makes an analogy between "einen

Trieb ziua Erhabenen" (this already produces a mis-associatlon in itself,

because something "Erhabenes" is not equal to a physical drive) and being

able to climb around in high places, like attics. After Murr has asso¬

ciated these two concepts, he returns to elevated thoughts and turns an

attic into a fatherland. So the ideas Murr produces on his own accord,

without the help of great writers, are sadly lacking in the educational

materials his readers need.

Nonetheless, Murr tries to live up to the standards he has set for

himself by being a genius and a hero at the same time. While he is in

love, he seeks the council of the great writers to figxjre out how he
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should behave to get over this condition. ^ Once he realizes that he

really is in love, and that his love is being returned, he goes into a

controlled ecstasy, in which he even says:

(Du)'liebst mich also, holde Miesmies? 0 wiederhol es mir,
wiederhol es tausendmal, damit ich noch in ferneres Entzücken
geraten und so viel Unsinn aussprechen möge, wie es einem von
dem besten Romandichter geschaffenen Liebeshelden geziemt!'

(p. 209)

At first the reader thinks that Murr must be joking. But then all his

previous outbursts of passion and his following statements prove that

Miarr is being extremely serious. His education has taught him how he

has to react. Unfortunately, he cannot remember any fitting passage

offhand, and he is forced to state simply his intentions of acting

like a hero in love rather than actually being a hero in love. Murr's

ideas on love also have become trivialized by his lack of originality.

To show how Murr perceives emotional and intellectual ideas

falsely, E. T. A. Hoffmann takes this level of humor one step further.

He not only lets Murr express his own misconceptions, but also com¬

pares murr's outlook on a subject to its human counterpart. For example,

^ See page I89/I9O "endlich fuhr es mir durch den Sinn, dass ich in
irgendeinem Schauspiel gelesen, ein gleichgültiger Sinn und ein verwil-
deter Bart seien sichere Kennzeichen eines Verliebten! - Ich schaute ln
den Spiegel. Himmel mein Bart war verwildert! - Himmel mein Sinn war
gleichgültig!

Da ich nun wusste, dass es seine Richtigkeit hatte mit meinem Verliebt¬
sein, kajn Trost ln meine Seele. Ich beschloss, mich gehörig mit Speis
und Trank zu stärken, und dann die Kleine aufzusuchen, der ich mein
ganzes Herz zugewandt."
See also: p. I9I: "Mit Gewalt nahm ich mich zusammen, und las als ein
vernünftiger gelehrter Kater den Ovld nach, da ich mich wohl erinnerte
in der Ars amandl auch auf Rezepte gegen die Liebe gestossen zu sein."
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he presents Murr's ideas on the vocal capacities of a cat and then

the human point of view concerning the same topic:

Miesmies sang nun mit seltener Geläufigkeit, mit ungemeinem
Ausdruck, mit höchster Eleganz das bekannte: Dl tantl palplti.
... Die Arle schien ganz für sie geschrieben. ... Miesmies
musste mit dieser Arle eine Welt fühlender Katerseelen begeis¬
tern! - Nun stimmten wir noch ein Duett an, aus einer ganz
neuen Oper, das ebenfalls herrlich gelang, da es ganz und
gax für uns geschrieben schien. Die himmlischen Rouladen
gingen glanzvoll aus unserm Innern heraus, (p. 210)

Singing is one of Murr's great pleasures and he vocalizes on the roof¬

tops. At the "Katzburschtreffen" the cats also fall into song to express

their heartfelt emotions. Referring to this incident, Herr Lothario says

to Meister Abraham:

Was aber vorzüglich tadelnswert erscheint, ... sind die heim¬
lichen Zusammenkünfte, die sie zur Nachtzeit halten und dabei
ein tolles Wesen treiben, welches sie Gesang nennen, unerachtet
dabei nichts vernehmbar, als ein widersinniges Geschrei, dem
es an schicklichen Takt, ordnungsmässlger Melodie und Harmonie
gänzlich mangelt, (p. 309)

Comparing this strong criticism to Murr's ecstatic references of "selte¬

ner Geläufigkeit," "ungemeinem Ausdruck," and "höchster Eleganz," it

becomes obvious to the reader how biased Murr's ideas and opinions are.

Or maybe it would be better to say: how little Murr really understands

of the art of singing, for him to have such false appreciation of him¬

self.

Embedded in the next level of comic, in which Hoffmann depicts

Murr's Ideology, are various incidents which characterize Murr's life.

These situations compose Murr's autobiography, and are not by themselves
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always comic. For example; Miirr's meeting with his mother; Murr

falling in love and getting married; Murr's getting lost in the world,

and the death of his friend Muzius. In these cases the various other

elements, which consist of the three levels of humor I have already-

discussed, develop humor in these incidents. The comic element

is created by comparisons between the incidents which form Murr's

life and the same kind of situations in which people or dogs participate.

In some cases. Murr describes an occurrence in his own life, which is so

similar to human life that the reader notices the parallels Immediately.

Or as in the case of the cat-duel, the editor - i.e., E. T. A. Hoffmann -

even points out the similarities between cat and human behavior. Murr's

honor has been offended by a calico tomcat, who insults Murr by touching

his tail with his own. Muzius, M-urr's second in the fight, goes to

accept the challenge and to demand satisfaction for the insult. After

this conversation has been described step by step, the editor Interrupts

the narrative;

0 Murr! mein Kater. Entweder hat sich der Ehrenpunkt seit
Shakespeares Zeit nicht geändert oder ich ertappe dich auf
einer schriftstellerischen Lüge. ... Finde ich nicht in deinem
angeblichen Duellprozess die ganze Stufenleiter von dem höf¬
lichen Bescheid, dem feinen Stich, der groben Erwiderung, der
beherzten Abfertigung, bis ziom trotzigen Widerspruch.

(p. 283)

As Murr continues his description of the duel, the reader is fully

aware of every move and can enjoy the picture Murr and his opponent

represent, especially since Murr takes the duel very seriously and keeps

up the minute descriptions of mental anguish, formalities in the fight.
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the final victory, and ends with his own version of morality, in self-

-righteous condescension;

Für dich, o Katerjüngling! hahe ich mit gutem Bedacht die
Geschichte meines ersten Zweikampfs so umständlich aufge¬
schrieben. Ausserdem ... kannst du auch noch manche für
das Leben höchst nötige und nützliche Moral daraus schöpfen.
Wie zum B. dass Mut und Tapferkeit gar nichts ausrichten
gegen Finten und dass daher das genaue Studium der Finten
unerlässlich ist um nicht zu Boden getreten zu werden.

(p. 287)

Thus this episode in Murr's life ends on a serious note, trying to make

the reader accept the duel as an Important and morally valid undertaking.

Unfortunately for Murr, his earnest descriptions and preachings just

heighten the disparity between himself and similar duels. In fact,

the more solemn Murr becomes, the funnier the comparison becomes for

the reader.

The same period in Murr's life, his "Katzburschentum," serves

E. T. A. Hoffmann with another comparison; the meetings of the "Katz-

burschen" vs. the salon of Badine, a whippet. The contrast already

begins with the actual superficial design of the meetings. The cat meet¬

ings are designed for the toughest, strongest cats imaginable. Their

code is simply that they prefer good food to bad, and spend their time

in fights, drinking, and causing trouble. The dag salon represents

a high aristocratic assembly of well-behaved animals. Their meetings

are intellectual, quiet, and refined. Despite Murr's ambitions to be

considered one of the intellectual elite, he is incapable of enjoying

Badine's salon and he falls asleep. For Murr to enjoy the meeting, it
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would have to be fax bawdier, louder, serve drinks and praise him as

a genius. Therefore Murr's laments that the salon is boring serves to

heighten the disparity between the "Katzburschtreffen" and his present

surroundings. This causes the reader to remember the cat meetings

and produces humor by associating the two types of gatherings with one

another. Especially when it becomes obvious that Murr's interest can be

aroused instantaneously when he is personally praised and admired, which

occurs when Minona talks to him.

But not all episodes in Murr's life produce humor by comparing va¬

rious situations with one another. In some instances the situation it¬

self becomes comical. One of these is Muzius' funeral. At first the

scene presents that kind of behavior that the reader would expect at a

funeral. A sombre gathering of grief-stricken friends surround the

corpse, lamenting his loss and crying bitterly. Then to honor Muzius

as a cat, one cat reads a sermon which praises Muzius as a loving hus¬

band and father, and as a brave compatriot. Although most of the compli¬

ments in the sermon are rather dubious in character, the speech still

represents the correct emotional feeling. Finally, after a "de "profun-

dis" and the burial of Muzius, his daughters appear to honor him by

strewing flowers on his grave. With their presence the mood of the

funeral assembly changes. This change•'ibeglns with the song the

daughters sing, for the melody is Indicated as belonging to the
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christmas song; "0 Tannenbaum, o Tannenbam." ^ The idea of using a

Christmas song for a funeral is ludicrous enough in itself, but it

shows only the beginning of the change that occurs. The ladies are

asked to join the funeral party, and before long. Murr has fallen in

love with Mina, (who turns out to be his own daughter) and discusses the

delicious qualities of milk-pap with her, while the other cats start to

sing and dance. Before long the wake has turned into a romp. This sud¬

den change in the whole tone and mood of the scene causes the somberness

of the funeral to lose its,impact. The situation becomes absTurd, which

Murr himself does not notice, and in his "Trauer-Garmen,written in

honor of Muzius, this lack of understanding is apparent:

Der Freund gestorben - sie gefunden -
Entzücken! - Wonne! - bittrer Schmerz!
Die Gattin - Tochter - neue Wunden! -

Ha! - sollst du brechen armes Herz?

Verklärter! - ja bei jedem Braten,
Bei jedem Fisch gedenk ich dein!
Denk deiner Weisheit, deiner Taten,
Denk Kater ganz wie du zu sein.

So flau, so jammervoll im Busen,
war mir's, ich wusste gar nicht wie.
Doch hoher Dank den holden Musen,
Dem kühnen Flug der Fantasie.
Mir ist jetzt wieder leidlich besser.

See page 3^6: "Die Melodie war mir bekannt, irre ich nicht, so fängt
der Originaltext des Liedes, dem die Stimme untergeschoben mit den Worten
an: "0 Tannenbaum! o Tannenbaum! u.s.w."
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Spür gax nicht g'ringen Appetit,
Ein Muzius gleich ein wackrer Esser,
Und ganz in Poesie erglüht.

Ja Kunst! du Kind aus hohen Sphären,
Du Trösterin im tiefsten Leid,
Oh! - Verslein lass mich stets gebären.
Mit genialer Leichtigkeit.

(p. 366-367)

Obviously Murr is capable of combining the deep sorrows for a friend,

falling in love with another cat, and becoming ecstatic about food and

his own poetic genius in one breath. This causes the reader to lose any

empathy with Murr's sorrows that they might have had at the beginning

of the funeral. The contrasts are absurd and simply become comical.

Murr himself causes the episode to appear in this way to his audience,

and E. T. A. Hoffmann does not need to compare various episodes with

one another to produce, humor. Therefore, the situation in itself pro¬

duces comedy.

There exists one more kind of humor that Hoffmann uses in Murr's

autobiography: Murr's language. Obviously this level encompasses the

whole novel and some of the previous methods which I have discussed,

i.e. humor which is created by words or phrases. Murr himself has a

special way of using language. Since he, as a cat, tries to impress

his readers with his knowledge, he uses all his authority to make lan¬

guage powerful enough, so that his audience fully understands his

ideas. One way in which Murr accomplishes this, is by repeating the

same idea with different words. Sometimes this is simply a compendium

of adjectives strung together, e.g. when he talks about having deserted
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his mother; "Ich sah Mina, die wiedergefundene gefleckte Mutter,

trostlos, verlassen, lechzend nach der Speise." (p. 5l) With this

compiling of adjectives. Murr tries to depict the situation and his

own heartfelt misery. Or, to show his feelings, Muir will use short

phrases and exclamations punctuated by exclamation points and dashes.

For example; "0 fort - fort aus dieser Welt voll Glelssnerel und Trug! -

Nimm mich auf ln deine kühle Schatten, süsser heimatlicher Keller! 0

Boden! - Ofen - o Einsamkeit, die mich erfreut!" (p. 115) These emotions

do not always have to be sorrowful ones. They, can also be happy and

ecstatic; "'Himmel', rief Ich Im höchsten Entzücken, 'Himmel, 1st es

möglich, 1st es Traum, 1st es Wahrheit? - 0 halte dich - halte dich Ver¬

stand, schnappe nicht über! - Ha! bin Ich noch auf der Erde! sitze Ich

noch auf dem Dache? - schwebe Ich nicht ln den Wolken? Bin Ich noch der

Kater Murr!'"(p. 195) The examples for Murr's outbursts are nmerous,

but these two demonstrate the basic pattern of repetition. The short

phrases are there to Indicate pent-up feelings. The more expressions

Murr uses, the more he gets carried away with the words themselves,

and practically forgets the sentiments he Is expressing. In fact, the

one thing Murr never forgets, Is what he as the genius owes to himself.

His poetic genius demands that he keeps up the high standard and beauty

of writing which he needs to Impress his readers. Therefore, no matter

how overwhelmed Murr becomes with his own sentiments, he always remains

fully aware of the words he has used. This becomes evident In one pas¬

sage, In which Murr thinks that he will be poisoned;
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'-wie, wax es Gift, das er mit schlauer Kunst hier zuherei-
tet, mir den Tod zu geben?' - Herrlicher Murr, selbst in
der Todesangst denkst du in Jamben, läss'st nicht aus der
Acht, was du im Shakespeare, Schlegel einst gelesen!

(p. 153)

This then represents one side of Murr's language: Murr overwhelmed by

his feelings, uses a series of adjectives or short exclamations to

express his sentiments. After a while Murr is so inspired by his own

poetic genius that his feelings become immaterial and only the words

themselves are important.

The other side of Murr's language supposedly demonstrates purely

Intellectual poetic language. Here Murr tries to find as elevated a

style as he possibly can, to Impart his genius and to educate his

readers. These descriptions are often about nature:

Über mir wölbt sich der weite Sternenhimmel, der Vollmond
wirft seine funkelnden Strahlen herab und in feurigem
Silberglanz stehen Dächer und Türme m mich her! Mehr und
mehr verbraust das lärmende Gewühl unter mir ln den Strassen,
stiller und stiller wird die Nacht - die Wolken ziehen -

eine einsame Taube flattert in bangen Liebesklagen girrend
um den Kirchturm! (p. 13)

In these descriptions Murr poeticises, becomes romantic, and 'schwär¬

merisch. ' Unfortunately he cannot always keep up the style he has

chosen, and very often ends the sentence in a very unpoetic manner,

because he does not remember other elegant expressions: "Ich meine

nämlich, die geistige Kraft, die unbekannte Macht, oder wie man sonst

das über uns waltende Prinzip nennen mag." (p. 13) Minrr's plebian

endings ruin his poetle style, and the contrast creates humor. Some-
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tlmes the difference between the elevated dreams and another style

becomes even more drastic, because Murr forgets the language he is

trying to uphold, when he thinks about, sees, or smells food;

Was ist's das die beengte Brust,
Mit Wonneschauer so durchbebt.
Den Geist zum Himmel hoch erhebt.
Ist's Ahnung hoher Götterlust?
Ja - springe auf, du armes Herz,
Ermutge dich zu kühnen Taten,
Umwandelt ist ln Lust und Scherz,
Der trostlos bittre Todesschmerz,
Die Hoffnung lebt - ich rieche Braten!

(p. 148)

Thus Murr's language always gets tangled with his two sides; the dicho¬

tomy between the poetic genius, who believes in a beautiful, emotional,

romantic expression, and the true Murr, the cat who thinks constantly of

the physical pleasure of eating. When Murr gets lost in his dreams, it

is always hunger or the thought of food which brings him down to earth.

In fact. Murr rhapsodizes best about food and the desires of eating.

Therefore, Murr's language creates humor the same way Murr created

comedy in the other levels of the novel; through the incongruity of

Mirx's two personalities. Very often, the situation in which M;irr is

present, or the words he uses are not comic at all. But as soon as he

combines the serious intellectual side of his natvire with his animal

instincts, the contrast produces humor. Miarr's dichotomy in character

forms the core of the comedy which E. T. A. Hoffmann fabricates in the

Murr autobiography. The comedy is often at Murr's expense. Nonetheless,

Murr is lovingly described, and Hoffmann never ridicules his character.
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but gently shows Murr's flaws by paralleling both personality traits,

and then letting the reader draw his own conclusions. At heart Murr

represents the Philistine that Muzius denounces so vehemently in his

speech about the soft, lazy bums of the world. And it is Murr's

"Philistertum" which causes his ruin.

B. Fürst Irenäus.

Nonetheless, Murr is not the only "Philister" of the novel. The one

character who resembles Murr the closest in personality is Fürst Irenäus

of Sieghartsweller. In fact, Irenäus represents Murr's human counter¬

part. He, too, creates humor, but not on all five levels.

Fürst Irenäus' position itself already originates much of his

humor, for he runs a sham court at Sieghartsweller. Therefore, as it

was the case with Kater Murr, comedy happens not because Fürst Irenäus

has said anything comical, but simply because of his position.

Like Miarr, Irenäus combines two Incongruous elements with one

another. Whereas Murr mostly used words and ideas which negated each

other, did not understand the double entendre of a word, or never

finished a thought completely, Irenäus does complete his ideas, but

employs a word first in its metaphorical and then in it is literal

meaning. But in its new context, the word becomes absurd and thereby

comical.

'Still', unterbrach sie der Fürst, 'still beste Frau,
nichts von Eeglerungsgeschäften! Auch der Fürst trägt
Schlafröcke und setzt eine Nachtmütze auf, ... wovon
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freillch Friedrich der Grosse, König von Preussen eine
Ausnahme machte, der, ... auch im Bette einen Filzhut
aufsetzte.' (p. 323)

In other words, at first Irenäus talks metaphorically about taking some

time off from his duties as a ruler, using the colloquial expression

"eine Nachtmütze aufsetzen." But Irenäus means, literally, putting on

his nightcap, and not the symbolical gesture of stopping work. There¬

fore, he can then draw the association that Friedrich der Grosse wears

a felt hat to bed, and not a nightcap. A comic twist in the conversation

is introduced, when it becomes obvious that Irenäus really means "eine

Nachtmütze aufsetzen" in the metaphorical sense and not literally, for

he does not go to bed at this point of the conversation, but conti¬

nues his talk with the Rätin Benzon about personal matters, which have

absolutely nothing to do with courtly duties.

E. T. A. Hoffmann does not show Fürst Irenäus from this side very

often. Basically, Irenäus does not develop as a character. He repre¬

sents a figure with a fixed personality. This means that all of Fürst

Irenäus' opinions stem from one outlook on life. These opinions, when

combined with the circumstances, and his manner of talking about them,

are the elements which produce humor. Irenäus, consequently, only

produces comedy on the level of situation and of language.

Fürst Irenäus is pompous and full of self-righteous dignity and

pride. He is fully aware of the responsibilities an aristocrat has.

In fact, noble bearing and courtly behavior rule all his actions and

thoughts. Irenäus never forgets the image he thinks he has to portray.
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and upholding royal standards represents his only aim. Unlike Murr,

Irenäus does not believe that he is a genius, but his aristocratic du¬

ties demand that everything be run a certain way. Everybody else at

coixrt is expected to remember their social position, and the position

of the aristocratic family, coupled with the respect that is due to

nobility:

'Die lieben Mädchen', sprach der Hofmarschall leise. 'Die
aimable Prinzessin, das liebe Mädchen!' verbesserte der Fürst
indem er den Hofmarschall mit grossen Augen anblitzte. Dieser
wollte in der Bestürzung über den entsetzlichen Fehlgriff, ein
ziemliches Stückchen Zwieback, ... auf einmal herunterschlucken.
Das blieb ihm aber in der Kehle stecken. ...

'Unlieb', sprach er (F. Irenäus) dann sanft und leise,
... 'wäre es mir doch gewesen, wenn der Hofmarschall er¬
stickt wäre ajn Zwieback. Doch schien er Abwesenheit des
Geistes zu haben, ... da er die Prinzessin Hedwiga ein Mäd¬
chen nannte und würde daher im Whist miserabel gewesen sein.'

(p. 322)

This deference carries over to everybody in the family, and even the

slightest lack of proper distance turns into an offence. Therefore,

when Fürst Irenäus himself acts foolishly, or says something silly, the

disparity between the grand figure he sees himself as being and the

image he actually presents causes the reader to laugh at him. One occur¬

rence which shows this deficiency greatly is Prinz Hektor's visit to

Sieghartweiler. He has come to ask for the hand of the princess in

marriage. But Hedwiga takes a strong dislike to the prince, and faints

everytime he tries to come near her. In his efforts to gloss over

Hedwiga's unaristocratic behavior, Fürst Irenäus tries to explain to

Hektor that Hedwiga falls into these strange fits of dislike, but that
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they do not last.

'Kommen Sie, bester Prinz, Sie wissen nicht, dass die
Prinzessin oft an den seltsaimsten Reverien leidet. ...
- Imaginieren Sie sich, bester Prinz, schon als Kind, hielt
mich einmal die Prinzessin einen ganzen Tag hindurch für
den Grossmogul, und prädentierte, ich sollte in Samtpantof¬
feln ausreiten, wozu ich mich auch endlich entschloss,
wiewohl nur im Garten'. (p. 200-201)

Unfortunately for Irenäus, his speech has the opposite effect on the

prince. Instead of explaining Hedwiga's behavior, Irenäus has made her

and himself look like a complete fool. For after all the weight the

Fürst places on courtly behavior, his elevated status and aristocratic

bearing, the idea of his riding around in a garden as a "Grossmogul

in Samtpantoffeln" seems ludicrous at best. This sort of action definite¬

ly does not befit a grown man, not even to mention a ruler, who prides

himself on his dignity. Therefore, Fürst Irenäus, like Kater Murr,

creates humor by the discrepancy between what he sees in himself,

and the picture he represents.

The reader forms this mental image of Fürst Irenäus as a pompous

fool early in the novel. Conseq.uently the prince's whole personality

and language continuously stand in conflict with the figure he ac¬

tually is. For Fürst Irenäus' language is part of the image he has

fabricated for himself. Since he has modelled himself after the great

kings, and all the grand aristocracy speaks French, Irenäus has made it

a habit to Intersperse French phrases into his conversations to show

his aristocratic lineage. In fact, his French loanwords like "imagi¬

nieren Sie," ajnd "prädentierte" and his French phrases like "entre nous
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solt dit," set him aside from the other characters of the novel.

Irenäus' language has two functions in the novel; It increases his

stilted arrogance and it heightens the gap between the person and the

mental image he produces in the reader's mind.

C. Johannes Kreisler

Nonetheless, Kater Murr and Fürst Irenäus represent the two true

comic characters of this novel, which is not the case with Johannes

Kreisler. Although he contributes to the humor of the novel, he has a

far more complex personality than either Murr or Irenäus. Like Murr,

Kreisler is an artist, in this case a musician. Unlike Murr, though,

Kreisler's music is a part of his whole being. Kreisler thinks about

music and exists for music constantly. When Kreisler is happy, music

increases his joy; when he is mentally upset, music soothes his feelings.

But Kreisler does not use music to show how important his is. He neither

considers himself a genius, nor does he want to educate the masses, so

that they may imitate him and become his followers. Music simply exists,

and without music Kreisler could not live. Therefore Kreisler's con¬

tribution to the humor of the novel is purposefully engineered by him

and with his knowledge. For as a musician, Kreisler stands somewhat

outside of society, and since his livelyhood causes him often to be at

society's mercy, Kreisler has learned how to function in society and yet

how to maintain his distance. In this way Kreisler has detected all of

society's flaws, and knows what it expects of him and what he may expect

in return. Consequently, Kreisler creates humor in three distinct ways;
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a) Kreisler will use a word, play with it and vary it, until the word

changes its meaning, b) He will make fun of himself by retelling inci¬

dents from his past and what a fool he made of himself, and c) He will

maJce fun of hman traditions and customs. In this way, Kreisler creates

humor on two of the levels that Murr uses; on the level of situations

and on the level of language.

Kreisler's use of language, like his music, is completely natural.

His language also represents a part of himself, and he will not

change it to Impress others. What Kreisler will do, however, is to

take a word and bend it through all its meanings, until the person

he is talking to becomes totally confused, and no longer, knows how to

understand the word, or precisely what Kreisler intends. One of these

conversations takes place between himself and the Rätin Benzon. She

complains about Kreisler's name, He retaliates cynically by trying to

show her the beauty of his name;

Es ist ganz unmöglich. Vortreffliche! dass Sie meines Namens
Abstammung in dem Worte Kraus finden, und mich, nach der
Analogie des Wortes Haarkräusler, für einen Tonkräusler, oder
gar für einen Kräusler überhaupt halten können, da ich mich
alsdann eben Kräusler schreiben müsste. Sie können nicht
wegkommen von dem Worte Kreis, und der Himmel gebe, dass
Sie denn gleich an die wunderbaren Kreise denken mögen, in
denen sich unser ganzes Sein bewegt. ... In diesen Kreisen
kreiselt sich der Kreisler, und wohl mag es sein, dass er oft
ermüdet von den Sprüngen des St. Veits-Tanzes, zu dem er ge¬
zwungen, rechtend mit der dunklen unerforschlichen Macht, die
jene Kreise umschrieb, sich ... hinaussehnt ins Freie.

(p. 71)

In this way Kreisler makes fun both of himself, and of the person he is

talking to. The sarcasm he uses on himself shows a half-bitter acknow-
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ledgement that he cannot figure out whether to change his own life, or

to leave his life in the hands of fate. At the same time, Kreisler

teases the Kätin and leads her on the dance he complains of having to do

himself. Whereas he is making fun of the situation and enjoys the ab¬

surdity that lies in his name, Rätin Benzon takes everything quite serious¬

ly and cannot move out of her own constrictions. This equals the circle

in which Kreisler had previously commented on becoming entangled. He

does not create pure humor in this passage, but shows sarcastically the

humor that can be in the forms of a word. The humor lies within Kreisler's

own enjoyment of the conversation. But the comic effect can only be

shared by those who appreciate his way of thinking.

Kreisler does not use this method only to make fun of others.

He also ridicules himself and can refuse to take himself seriously. In

this manner the musician represents a complete opposite to Murr and

Fürst Irenäus, for they always take themselves quite seriously, as

befits their station. Kreisler does not care, and therefore, when some

of his aquaintances try to find out about his past, he does not attempt

to glorify his thoughts and deeds. Instead he talks about an episode

in his life which he knows his audience will appreciate, which deals

with the time, when he, as a boy, was waiting to receive divine inspi¬

ration to compose an opera, while lying on a bed. The idea was to

imitate Rousseau, who had composed an opera by this method, without

knowing anything about harmony or counterpoint.

(ich) warf mich auf des Oheims Bette, um, wie Rousseau,
eine Oper im Geiste zu empfangen. So vortrefflich aber die
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Anstalten waxen, so sehr ich mich ahmühte, den dichteri¬
schen Geist hinanzulocken, doch hlieb er im störischen Eigen¬
sinn davon! - Durchaus summte mir, statt aller herrlichen
Gedanken, die mir aufgehen sollten, ein altes erbärmliches
Lied vor den Ohren, dessen weinerlicher Text bagann; 'Ich
liebte nur Ismenen, Ismenen liebt' nur mich'. ... 'Jetzt
kommt der erhabene Priesterchor: Hoch von Olympos' Höhn',
rief ich mir zu, aber: 'Ich liebte nur Ismenen', summte
die Melodie fort und unaufhörlich fort, bis ich zuletzt
fest einschlief. (p. IO3)

Unfortunately the room catches on fire,, while Kreisler has his inspi¬

rational slumber. Awoken by his uncle and asked what had happened,

Kreisler responds by telling his uncle about the opera he was trying

i;o compose. For this he receives "eine Ohrfeige," and "in dem Augen¬

blick hörte ich wie einen Nachklang des Schlages ganz deutlich: 'Ich

liebte nur Ismenen'".

Thus Kreisler produces humor through talking about unpleasant si¬

tuations he has experienced. But unlike M\jrr, who thinks that these

episodes enhance his image, Kreisler tells his story with the purpose

of ridiculing himself. Therefore, humor is not created by the incon¬

gruity between the person and the image he would like to present, but

rather by the comedy of the situation itself. It is produced because

of the ideas Kreisler had at the time, and through his method of relating

the incident. For reciting the song does not only make the story funny,

but adds total absurdity to everything. Especially since the song

mocks Kreisler's ability to compose, and stands in such contrast to the

purpose Kreisler felt as a child at that time.

The same harsh judgment Kreisler uses on himself, he uses on

other people. Therefore, he can be just as willing to satirize society
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and to ridicule its traditions and values. Sometimes he does this in

such a manner that he himself appears to be completely grotesque.

Consequently, the person to whom Kreisler speaks, does not always

recognize the satire on himself and his traditions, despite the fact

that Kreisler will be extremely cutting. For example, the first time

Kreisler is Introduced to Sieghartsweiler, he meets Prinzessin Hedwlga

and Julia after having thrown away his guitar and finding it in Julia's

hands. At the sight of him, Prinzessin Hedwiga tries to show how

important a figure she represents, and she feels that a mere nobody

should not have the right to trespass on her royal territory. Kreisler,

who recognizes Hedwlga's personality, immediately starts a cynical

apology;

'Aber nun! - hier im Garten am unschicklichsten Orte,
zwischen Ententeich und Froschgraben, muss ich mich selbst
präsentieren, mir zum ewigen Malheur! - 0 Gott, könnt ich
nur was weniges hexen, könnt ich nior subito diese edle
Zahnstocherbuchse ... verwandeln in den schmucksten Kammer¬
herrn des Irenäusschen Hofes, welcher mich beim Fittich
nähme und spräche; 'Gnädigste Prinzessin hier ist der und
der!' - Aber nun! - che far, che dir! - Gnade - Gnade, o
Prinzessin, o Damen! - o Herren!'

Damit warf sich der Fremde vor der Prinzessin nieder, und
sang mit kreischender Stimme; 'Ah pieta pietä Signora!'

(p. 61)

As a result of Kreisler's speech, Hedwlga has to give up being pom¬

pous, and in fact, flees in horror. In this case Hoffmann creates

humor through the opposition between the forces of society, and the

clearminded outsider, who purposely sets out to destroy the self-right¬

eous dignity of the person to whom he talks. Kreisler manages to ob-
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tain the wanted effect by using the conventional excuse Hedwiga

expects to heax. Then, once he has caught her attention, he carries

the excuse to an extreme by creating imeiges which are absurd and go

beyond the boundaries of the expected apology. After startling his

listeners with mental imsiges, Kreisler shocks them with his own per¬

sonal behavior. Strictly speaking, Hedwiga could not complain about

Kreisler's excuse, but could only claim that the stranger was over-

-anxious to apologize. She could not prove that Kreisler said one

offensive word to Hedwiga herself. Nonetheless, Kreisler's actions are

such an extreme that they make the apology grotesque , which thereby

ridicules the person he addresses.

D. Summary

Kreisler, it was shown, opposes Murr in many ways. His humor

attacks those people that Miirr represents and cherishes. While Murr

loves his image and his own ideas and takes himself extremely seriously,

Kreisler does everything in his power to cut through that kind of pom¬

posity. And while Murr does not realize that he produces comical Images

and ideas, Kreisler spends his time producing humor at the expense of

those people who think and act like Murr. Nonetheless, Murr and Fürst

Irenäus are the true comic figures of the novel. Kreisler is far more

sarcastic and grotesque. At the same time. Murr's faults are not ridi¬

culed in any harsh way. He is portrayed lovingly and with complete

understanding. It can be said therefore, that Murr and Kreisler

complement each other as the two poles of society. Each character is
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as valid as the other. And while one could conjecture that Hoffmann

feels a greater mental bond with Kreisler and his ideas, he still

accepts the other part of society, even if it only provides him with

comical relief.
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Parody in Kater Murr.
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A. Kater Miirr

While humor plays a prominent role in Kater Murr, it nonetheless

represents only one aspect of E. T. A. Hoffmann's many-faceted novel.

Therefore, we must turn now to the aspect of parody which Hoffmann

uses in this work and will show it to act as both a complement and a

counterpart to the humor of the novel.

Parody takes on several different forms and meanings. Erwin

Rotermund defines parody asi

ein literarisches Werk, das aus einem anderen Werk belie¬
biger Gattung formal-stilistische Elemente, vielfach auch
den Gegenstand übernimmt, das Entlehnte aber teilweise so
verändert, dass eine deutliche, oft komisch wirkende Dis¬
krepanz zwischen den einzelnen Strukturschichten entsteht. 1

Rotermund's definition of parody forms a general concept, but its reali¬

zation varies from author to author. There are also different types of

parody. Heinrich Lausberg distinguishes four kinds, which he names;

"totale oder partiale Karikatur, Substitution, Addition und Detrak-
2

tion." These again apply to general categories, which are not always

used at the same time. Hoffmann prefers the parody of caricature and

Die Parodie in der modernen deutschen Lyrik (München; Eidos, I963),
p. 9.
2

Handbuch der literarischen Rhetorik (München; Hueber, I96O), p. 462.
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sutstltution. And even then, he does not comply with Lausberg's

definitions and forms his own types of parody. Of course, the parodies

of addition and detraction do exist, especially in many of Murr's
3

misquotes of famous authors. But even in these misquotes Murr and

the other characters of the novel will substitute words in the original

quote, rather than quote correctly word for word. Since Murr is

boasting about all the knowledge he has acquired by reading countless

great works, and since he uses these quotes as they apply to his own

circumstance, while he is quoting from memory, substitution becomes

the most convenient form of parody Hoffmann can use to show Murr's

true character.

In fact, misquoting forms one side of Murr's personality. But as

a form of parody it is unimportant for the novel as a complete work.

Instead, like the humor in Kater Murr, parody consists on several

levels, which become increasingly a larger and dominating part of the

novel. The smallest element of parody consists of a kind of parody,

which imitates the general tone of its example. In "parody of tone,"

Mum: imitates the sentiment of the speaker, the feelings, the style,

the words and the language nuances of the whole sitaation. In Tleck's

novel William Lovell, e.g. the hero, writes home to his friends in

England, while he is on the "Grand Tour" of the Continent. In one of

3
See, for example Miarr's opening paragraph: "0 du süsse Gewohnheit

des Daseins," after Goethe's Egmont, Act 5»
p. 114 : "und sie dastand, ein gemalter Wütrlch, parteilos zwischen
Kraft und Willen!" after Shakespeare's Hamlet. Act 2, Scene 2.
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these letters William states to his friend Eduard Burton;

0 ich muss hier auf einen Augenblick die Feder niederlegen;
meine Seele ist zu voll, meine Hand zittert.

Ich fange wieder an zu schreiben. 4

Murr - although not in a letter - describes his emotions similarly,

while addressing Ms reader;

Es wird mir so enge, so beklommen ums Herz - ich vermag, von
den erhabensten Gedanken durchströmt, nicht weiterzuschreiben
- ich muss abbrechen, muss ein wenig Spazierengehen!

Ich kehre zurück an den Schreibtisch, mir ist besser.
(p. 185/186)

Obviously, the two situations have little to do with each other, except

that they both write under the influence of showy emotions. William

Lovell is distressed, Mvirr elated by his own thoughts. And despite

Murr's claims to a vast knowledge of books and authors, it would be

very dubious to assert that Murr got his inspiration from William

Lovell. Nonetheless the two_ exclamations are so analogous as to be

practically interchangible. The reason for this is that Murr, unknow¬

ingly, has used the same idea; an emotional writer unable to continue

his writings because of a "full heart." The imitation does not

resemble a caricature of the situation, because Miarr himself is com¬

pletely serious about his emotions. At the same time. Murr does not have

4
Ludwig Tleck, William Lovell, in Vol I. of Werke in Vier Bänden»

ed. M. Thalmann (München; Winkler, I963), p. jSO.
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a particular exajnple in mind when he states his feelings. He is

simply expressing his own emotions. The parody is completely uninten¬

tional, and cannot be a parody of caricature or substitution for that

reason. Therefore, the parody is based on the fact that Murr, some¬

where in his readings, had heard similar sentiments expressed. The idea

appealed to him and he imitates the idea by trying to recapture the

tone, the expressions, the feelings, and the nuances of the example

he is following.

Murr's romantic sentiments of being an emotionally overwhelmed

writer is a side of his character. This E. T. A. Hoffmann tries to

establish in the reader's mind, and he introduces this device of imita¬

tion early in the novel. Murr himself begins his narration on a highly

sentimental note, while he tries to establish an aura of romanticism.

Therefore, in these opening pages Murr parodies the mood of several

poetic platitudes. The most important ideal is, of course, the beauty

of nature, and after he has pointed out the great honor of being alive,

he cries out in ecstasy;

0 Natur, heilige hehre Natur! wie durchströmt all deine Wonne,
all dein Entzücken, meine bewegte Brust, wie \amweht mich
dein geheimnisvoll säuselnder Atem! ... Uber mir wölbt sich
der weite Sternenhimmel, der Vollmond wirft seine funkelnde
Strahlen herab und in feurigem Silberglanze stehen Dächer und
Türme um mich her! Mehr und mehr verbraust das lärmende Ge¬
wühl unter mir in den Strassen, stiller und stiller wird die
Nacht - die Wolken ziehen - eine einsame Taube flattert in
bangen Liebesklagen girrend um den Kirchturm! (p. 13/l4)

By beginning on such a high romantic level. Murr expects to set the
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tone of his autobiography. This way he hopes that the reader will be

dazzled by his eloquence and be impressed with the novel. Thereby the

reader might'also understand that this is to be a highly moral work and

consequently to be revered. For nature, as the very essence of man's

being, sets the example for a writer.

Therefore Murr seeks to connect himself with the universe, and to

establish himself in it by defining the next place of consequence: his

"■Vaterland." To be able to prove from where one originates, immediately

defines a center of importance - to oneself - in the universe, and

thereby connects man to nature. Since this is an extremely important

factor in Murr's life, his parody of tone takes on the quality of a

prayer:

Klima, Vaterland, Sitten,Gebräuche, wie unauslöschlich ist ihr
Eindruck, ja wie sind sie es nur, die des Weltbürgers äussere
und innere Gestaltung bewirken! ... Die Sehnsucht nach dem
heimatlichen Boden regt sich mächtig! Dir weihe ich diese
Zähren o! schönes Vaterland, dir dies wehmütig jauchzende
Miau! - ... Du, oh! Boden spendest mir ln freigiebiger Fülle
manch Mäuslein. ... 'Gewaltig ist die Liebe zu dir o
Vaterland!' (p. 18)

The love for Vaterland and nature is extremely important for the

writers of the romantic period. To be at one with nature, and to live

in one's homeland axe essential to man's happiness on earth. Without

these two elements it is impossible to be a fulfilled individual.

Hyperion's opening phrases show this:

Der liebe Vaterlandsboden gibt mir wieder Freude und Leid. ...
Wohl dem Manne, dem ein blühend Vaterland das Herz erfreut und
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stärkt. ... Oh selige Natiar! Ich welss nicht, wie mir ge¬
schiehst, wenn ich mein Auge erhebe vor deiner Schönheit. ...

Eines zu sein mit allem, das ist Leben der Gottheit, das
ist der Himmel des Menschen.

Eines zu sein mit allem, was lebt, in seliger Selbstverges¬
senheit wiederzukehren in All der Natur, das ist der Gipfel
der Gedanken und Freuden. 5

Hyperion's emotional concepts show the Importance these themes held for

the romantic writer. And for this reason, it is not surprising that

Murr also considers it essential to establish himself in the universe

as one with nature and his "Vaterland."

PcLTody of tone, then, is used for matters which are extremely im¬

portant to Mu2:r himself. And he appropriates all the examples he can

remember, in order that he can produce the right effect on his readers.

Therefore Murr subconsciously imitates those language nuances which

impressed him strongly enough to feel that these nuances would also

effect his readers in the same manner.

E. T. A. Hoffmann lets Mmrr use this type of parody, so as to

bring out one side of his character; the sentimental poet, who becomes

overwhelmed by his emotions. Consequently, parody of tone is used as a

means to an end; giving his readers the correct Impression. Murr is

the only character of the novel who uses this kind of parody, and this

particular parody plays an Important role to bring out this character-

trait in Murr. At the same time, parody of tone serves as a link to

another type of parody; the parody of romantic themes. In Kater Murr,

romantic themes represent the most important element of parody, and it

can appear in two major forms. In the first Instance a theme will be

5 Friedrich Hölderlin, Hyperion, (Stuttgart; Reclam, 1970), p. 7-8.
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presented by a character, and consist of this 'persona.' In the

second, the theme will parody one specific concept, which will enhance

the pictiare of one of the characters in the novel, but it will not pre¬

sent the complete picture by any means. In some cases the two branches

of this parody will overlap. For Murr's character-traits as the senti¬

mental poet, parody of tone and parody of romantic themes combine to

produce this one effect. Since it would be possible for the reader not

to recognize the models Murr uses indirectly by imitating the style,

Mirrr states the fact that he is a sentimental writer numerous times;

Die Bücher, die ich in dieser Periode des dichterischen
Schwermuts hintereinander las, will ich hier nicht er¬
wähnen. (p. 63)

Qr, at another point in his autobiography. Murr exclaims:

Am Ende dacht ich, war auch die fürchterliche Angst, das ganze
Unheil ahnende Misstrauen weiter nichts als poetische
Schwärmerei, wie sie jungen genialen Enthusiasten eigen, die
dergleichen oft förmlich brauchen, als berauschendes Opium.

(p. 153-54)

Among his other character elements, M\arr considers it very important

to be considered a sentimental poet. Therefore, without using specific

examples, he Imitates the speech patterns, which he has heard, to pro¬

duce the desired effects. And combined with his speech patterns, Murr

naively states that he is a "Schwärmer" and a sentimentalist so that the

reader recognizes the personality Murr strives to be.

But to be a poet is not the only character role of importance. It
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is just as essential to be a genius, for obviously, to be a poet, one

has to be inspired by the gods. Murr firmly believes in his own inspi¬

rations. And in response to his mother, when she talks about her ex-

-hüsband eating her offspring. Murr expresses this opinion very

cleairly:

Das gebildetste Volk der Erde legte den sonderbaren Appetit
des Kinderfressens dem Geschlecht der Götter bei, aber gerettet
wurde ein Jupiter und so auch ich! (p. 49)

Murr is obsessed by the idea of being accepted as a genius, and constant¬

ly points out that his is great, so that his audience should recognize

his superior qualities. Nonetheless Murr cannot be quite sure of his

position. To console himself, he often turns to future generations

who will realize his worth;

Doch 1st es Zelt, dass ich euch, mir verwandte Seelen einer
schönem Nachwelt - o ich wollte, diese Nachwelt befände sich
schon mitten in der Gegenwart, und hätte gescheute Gedanken
Uber Murrs Grösse und spräche diese Gadanken laut aus, mit
so heller Stimme, dass man nichts anderes vernehmen könnte
vor dem lauten Geschrei. (p. 188)

In this way M;irr vacillates between self-assiirrance and doubt. Again,

this theme of the unrecognized genius is a favorite theme among the

romantic writers. Unaccepted poetic genius can even force the writer

to insanity, but in general it forces him to despair. In Die Nacht¬

wachen des Bonaventura an ex-poet launents his past and his genius;

"Erkennt ihr mich nicht für einen Geist an" - rief ich noch

zornig hinterdrein - "und doch war ich Poet, Bänkelsänger,
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Marionettendlrekteur und alles dergleichen Geistreiches
hintereinander. Ich möchte doch evire Geister gekannt haben
im Leben - ... - ob sich der meinige mit ihnen nicht
hätte messen können." 6

In this case the singer had gone mad, and now as a nightwatchman

he wanders the streets to comment on his own life, the lives of others

7
and warns other poets of his own fate. No matter, therefore, how

convinced Murr is of his own worth, he subconsciously realizes that

to be truly great, one has to wait for futvire generations to be under¬

stood, because true poetic genius is unnoticed by the surrounding

in.3,ss@s ■

There is one other theme which was relevant for the writers of the

romantic era. This theme revolves around the idea of friendship. A

friendship which carries with it the meaning of loyalty unto death,

where one person will do everything to ensure the happiness of the other

person. It is the sort of friendship, where one friend will follow the

other into battle, for the glory of fighting at the side of one's

friend, and where it is an honor to die for one's friend. Hyperion is

even willing to give up his love Diotima to be able to follow his friend

Alabanda to Greece into battle. In a letter to Diotima, Hyperion writes

^
Die Nachtwachen des BonaVentura, 1955 ed.« (Heidelberg; Lambert Schnei-

der, 1955)f "2. Nachtwache," p. 15- See also "die 12. Nachtwache," p. 112.

7
See also p. 8; "0 du (Poet), der du da oben dich herumtreibst, ich

verstehe dich wohl, denn ich war einst deinesgleichen! Aber ich habe
diese Beschäftigung aufgegeben gegen ein ehrlich Handwerk, das seinen
Mann ernährt, ... 0 Freund Poet, wer jetzt leben will, der darf nicht
dichten!"
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about his feelings of friendship;

Ich hab ihn, teure Diotima! ... Wir sind uns lieber
als je, mein Alabanda und ich. Wir sind freier umein¬
ander, und doch ist's alle die Fülle und Tiefe des Le¬
bens wie sonst.

0 wie hatten die alten Tyrannen so recht, Freundschaften
wie die unsere zu verbieten! Da ist man stark wie ein

Halbgott und duldet nichts Unverschämtes in seinem Bezirke!
8.9

Friendship is here an idealized situation and Murr believes in it

himself very strongly. During the course of his autobiography, he

describes two friendships between himself and one other animal. The

first one is Muir's friendship with the poodle Pontoj

0 es wohnt Tugend, edle PudeltUmlichkeit in jener schwarz
bepelzten Brust! ... Nach der Tafel begannen wir die an¬
mutigsten Spiele, bis wir uns zuletzt ganz ein Herz und eine
Seele, umhalsten, und fest aneinander geklammert, uns ein
Mal über das andere überkugelnd uns innige Treue und Freund¬
schaft zuschworen, (p. 65-66)

Ponto does not always prove to be the most loyal of friends, and Murr

later substitutes Muzius, a cat, for Ponto. Muzius becomes Murr's

mentor and guiding spirit, who, until his untimely demise, leads Murr

Hölderlin, Hyperion, p. 112.

9
See also Tieck, William Lovell. William writes similarly to Eduard

about friendship, during the time they are still friends; "0 ja, teurer
Freund, ich fürchte selbst es ist schon lange, dass ich Dir nicht ge¬
schrieben habe. ... Ich bin in ein Labyrinth hineingeraten, in wel¬
chem ich mich nur an Deiner Hand, durch Deine Hülfe wieder ans Tageslicht
finden kann. ... Ach Eduard, Deiner Freundschaft muss ich von neuem
das Bekenntnis meiner Schwäche ablegen, verzeihe mir wiederum, denn
nach jeder Probe komme, ich .mit erneuter Liebe zu Dir zurück."
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Into becoming a true tomcat, and helps him to recover from the dis¬

loyalties of his wife, Miesmies. The true parody on the theme of

friendship, though, is encapsuled in a story that Ponto tells Murr.

Comparing Walter and Formosus, the two men involved in Ponto's story,

to the symbols of ancient friendship Damon and Pythias, and Orestes and

Pylades, Ponto relates how Walter and Formosus' friendship fared.

Formosus, out of love for Walter, had given up the woman of his dreams,

Ulrike, and leaves town. Walter, in return, calls Formosus back to his

side and gives up his first-rate work in order that Formosus might take

over his position;

Stadt und Land erstaunte über den Wettstreit des Edelmuts
beider Freunde, ihre Tat wurde als Nachklang aus einer
längst vergangenen schönem Zeit vernommen, als Beispiel
aufgestellt eines Heroismus, dessen nur hohe Geister fähig.

(p. 134)

But beneath this mask of love and loyalty, the true facts come out.

Formosus had discovered that Ulrike not only had a shrewish disposition,

but also was disloyal. And Walter was so eager to give up his work

because he was about to be dismissed for irregular conduct. Thus the

accurate state of Walter's and Formosus' friendship was discovered to

be a fraud. Ponto's story thereby ridicules the concept of friendship.

In this way E. T. A. Hoffmann par-odies other romantic writers, because

not all friendships turn out to be as great as they were shown to be.

William Lovell and Eduard Burton, for example, become enemies. Not only

do the friendships which other writers discuss end badly but Murr himself

does not always fare well. At one point, Ponto ridicules Murr's desire
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for knowledge, treacherously runs off with Murr's treasured writings,

and gives them to his own master. Professor Lothario. And Muzius, who

tells Murr to discard Miesmies because she is not loyal, becomes one

of her next husbands himself. The parody of friendship then figures

both as a parody of other authors and as a self-parody. This parody,

though, happens unconsciously and Murr is not aware of the parallels.

Indeed, this is not the only time he becomes a parody of himself.

Another Incident of self-parody is Murr's courtship and marriage with

Miesmies. When Murr first discusses love, he states;

Die Liebe (muss) eigentlich nichts anders sein, als ein
psychischer Krankheitszustand, der sich bei dem menschli¬
chen Geschlecht, als partieller Wahnsinn darin offenbart,
dass man irgendeinen Gegenstand für etwas ganz anders hält
als was er eigentlich ist z.B. ein kleines dickes Ding von
Mädchen, welche Strümpfe stopft, für eine Göttin, (p. 132)

But once he has seen Miesmies he forgets all his strictures and rhap¬

sodizes about her beauty. Even his own attempts to fall out of love fail,

and while raving about Miesmies, he exclaims;

(Du) liebst mich also, holde Miesmies? 0 wiederhol es mir ...

tausendmal, damit ich noch ln ferneres Entzücken geraten und
soviel Unsinn aussprechen möge, wie es einem von dem besten
Romandichter geschaffenen Liebeshelden geziemt, (p. 209)

So although Murr realizes that he is bahavlng like the figure in a

romantic novel, he cannot overcome his own feelings and acts as he

thinks he should, when he comes face to face with his beloved. His

actions show his feelings, and the parody is completely unintentional.
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Murr is not the only character in the novel to parody himself

inadvertantly. Fürst Irenäus prides himself about his own consequence.

He sees himself as the benevolent ruler and carries himself with as

much pride as he can muster. At the same time, Fürst Irenäus strictly

adheres to all court-etiquette and expects the same from everybody in

Sieghartsweiler. During the nameday festivities of his wife, a

"Feuerlilie" falls onto the prince's nose and covers his whole face with

red pollen.

wodurch er ein ungemein majestätisches, der Feierlichkeit
des Festes würdiges, Ansehen gewann. ... Die wunderbare
Schminke, ... (gab) ihm wirklich das Aussehen eines fort¬
währenden unvertilgbaren Zorns, ... so dass die rührendsten
Reden, ... rein verloren schienen; ... Ja selbst, wenn der
Fürst bei den Stellen, ... rot angestrichen, der Fürstin die
Hand küsste und mit den Tuch eine Träne von dem Auge weg¬
drückte; schien es in verbissenem Ingrimm zu geschehen.

(p. 24-25)

That this passage denotes self-parody does not become clear,until further

into the novel, for the Fürst's character is not revealed completely

until the reader sees more of his personality later in the work. But

the discrepancy between his own demonstrations of conjugal fidelity

and his red mask creates enough of a comic ima^e that the reader recogni¬

zes that Hoffmann is parodying Fürst Irenäus in some way.

B. 'Personae' in the Kreisler Episodes

Parody, although an important aspect of Murr's and Irenäus's charac¬

ter, does not dominate their behavior. Instead, parody becomes far more
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relevant in connection with most of the other figixres in the Kreisler

episodes, where parody plays a fax greater role than in the Murr epi¬

sodes. In fact, whereas humor in many ways defines the language and the

nuances of the Murr fragments, parody shapes many of the characters of

the Kreisler episodes. Some of these figures represent both a romantic

theme and embody a fictional romantic character. In these 'personae'

both aspects of the parody of themes is combined. This does not mean

that these figures are complex; in fact, this combination is found

mostly in minor characters of the novel. For example, Mönch Hilarius is

the cheerful monk, who does not worry about anything more serious than

the quality of his wine, or playing a few wrong notes on the organ.

Basically, though, he can drown his sorrows in a good glass of wine,
10

and the words "ergo blbamus" punctuate his conversation. Here

in the Kreisler episodes, one also finds the mysterious cloaked woman,

11
who appears at night to talk to Hedwiga. And one of the characters,

12
Maler Ettllnger, becomes crazy, because he loves his mistress hopelessly.

Prinzessin Hedwiga represents the proud aristocrat, who is highly con-

10
See pages 264-271, where Kreisler describes his own conversation

with Pater Hilarius in a letter to Meister Abraham.

11
See page 208, where Hedwiga runs towards the figure on the lawn

crying out, she has come again.

12
See pages I6O-I63, where Hedwiga tells Kreisler about her experiences

with Maler Ettllnger, when she was a small child.
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scious of her position In the world. She expects those people who are

not of her class to pay homage to her and not to do anything which

could upset her emotionally. This Is not an easy task to fulfill,

because she Is extremely "sensitive" and the slightest emotional change

upsets her.

Hektor presents the Ima^e of the handsome villain, who attempts to

seduce Innocent maidens, only to lose Interest In his victims once he

has charmed them. And he, as the villain, can be vanquished by the

hero, who Is protected by a God-given symbol.

Pater Cyprlanus, when he Is first Introduced, shows himself to be

a religious fanatic. He will not tolerate anything but the most dogmatic

church service, purified of aesthetic frills, which have crept Into the

Church over the centuries. But Cyprlanus' superiority to all mankind

proves to be a false claim, for his past reveals him as a seducer, a

drinker, and a gambler.

Rätin Benzon figures as the power behind the throne. She Is strong,

resoiarceful, and the person who tells Fürst Irenäus how to act. E. T. A.

Hoffmann calüsher: "die, (Person) die den Faden des Puppensplels an

diesem Miniaturhofe zog." (p. 42).

Julia Is a more complex figure. As a romantic,girl, she Is highly

emotional, and sensitive to everybody's moods. Her language, the lan¬

guage of the heroines In romantic literature. Is sentimental and sweet:

"Ach", sprach Julia, "was 1st es denn, das uns so bewegt, das
so mit tausend Schmerzen unser Inneres durchschneidet? - Horche
doch nur, wie das ferne Lied so tröstend zu uns herüberhallt?
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Wir haben gebetet, und aus den goldnen Wolken sprechen
fromme Geister zu uns herab von himmlischer Seligkeit."

(p. 206)

Julia's thoughts revolve around her own or somebody else's feelings, and

how they affect "das Gemüt." She speaks in a very similar style to

Emilie, one of the heroines in William Lovell. In one of Emilie's

letters to Amalle, she writes:

Was ist es doch, was unser Herz oft so gewaltsam zusammen¬
zieht? Wer kann jene Gefühle beschreiben, die wir Rührung
nennen, und wer kann ihre Entstehung begreifen? - Wenn das
Mitleid ln unser Herz entrinnt, o Freundin, dann breitet es
sich gewaltsam wie mit Engelschwingen darin aus, dass unser
armes irdisches Herz erzittert und sich zu klein für den
göttlichen Fremdling fühlt. 13

Both Emilie and Julia think of God, Heaven, and the beautiful things in

the world, and compare these to the miseries and sufferings a hman

being might have to experience. Unlike Murr, Julia's languaige is not

a paxody of tone, because Julia neither tries to impress an audience nor

Imitates somebody else's style. Her language is an inate part of herself

which is totally in keeping with her character as the sweet, romantic

woman.

At the same time, Julia represents the heroine of the Kreisler

fragments. She is the Innocent maiden who is threatened by the villain,

Prinz Hektor, and who is only saved from being kidnapped by Kreisler him¬

self. In this manner, in the 'persona' of Julia both aspects of the paro

William Lovell, see "Emilie an Amalie," p. 541.
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dy of themes become most clearly defined.

Although all the abovementioned characters of the Kreisler

Makulaturblätter are distinguished by one dominant side of their per¬

sonality, they are not caricatures. Thereby they do not fit Lausberg's

first type of parody. For a caricature, as defined by Wilpert, is:

ein Zerrbild, das durch Überbetonung, einzelner, dennoch er¬
kennbarer Charakterzüge komisch oder satirisch wirkt, dient
durch die einseitige Verzerrung neben dem Spott oft auch der
Kritik. 14

None of the characters are grotesque enough to be considered "ein Zerr¬

bild." Instead, these figures represent parodies of specific human traits,

as they are portrayed in characters of the literature of E. T. A. Hoff¬

mann's time. Most other romantic novels depict their figures over a

longer period of time. There they change and develop, or the narrator

looks back on his own life. These figures in Kater Murr are static. They

are only presented by the author from one specific point of view for a

very short time-span. Therefore, their personalities do not change or

develop. Instead, they are like puppets, fulfilling their particular

role in the larger structure of the novel. E. T. A. Hoffmann's genius

keeps these figures from seeming one-dimensional, despite their one-

-slded character. They are very alive, vibrant and realistic in that

one specific .trait they represent.

14
SachwOrterbuch der Literatur, p. 378.
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G. Kreisler

One major figure of the Kreisler fragments, who is not one- dimen¬

sional, is Kreisler himself. Hoffmann portrays him with such sympathy

and understanding that it seems false to consider Kreisler in terms of

parody. And yet Kreisler, as a character, basically represents a pa¬

rody of an artist, who also has other parodlstic traits in his persona¬

lity. Kreisler combines the parody of romantic themes with the parody

of romantic novel characters in his 'persona.' His whole figure already

presents the people of Sleghartsweiler with a mystery. His strange be¬

havior confuses the court, and since he does not conform to their be¬

havior-patterns, some of the people there are afraid of Kreisler and do

not want him axound. In one way Kreisler cultivates the image of the

mysterious stranger. He purposely shocks the court with fluctuations of

extreme moods, and at times refuses to let anybody guess his true feelings.

This is one of the themes some romantic heroes cultivate. The idea of

being the unknown quantity appeals to their personality. It gives them

the feeling of being a superior mind in comparison to their fellow human

beings. Of coiirse, sometimes the person is forced into being considered

an outsider, and finds himself questioned by the surrounding people be-'

cause he feels he has to hide the truth about his existence. This

happens to be Peter Schlemlhl's misfortune, for he has lost his shadow;

Ich schwebte indes Uber meinen Zustand in den ängstigendsten
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Zweifeln. Ich wagte keinen Schritt aus meiner Tür. 15

To help himself get out of this dilemma, Schlemlhl travels to other

cities and lets his trusted servant do the talking. The servant claims

that his master would like to preserve the strictest incognito, and

so the riomors and questions atout Schlemlhl continue;

Muss ich's bekennen? Es schmeichelte mir doch, ... für das
verehrte Haupt angesehen worden zu sein. ... Ich hiess in
tiefer Ehrfurcht und Demut; Herr Graf. Was sollt' ich tun?
Ich Hess mir den Grafen gefallen und blieb von Stund an der
Graf Peter. l6

Of course, Kreisler is not originally forced into his position as the

outsider in society like Schlemlhl, but he enjoys the consequences, as

does Schlemlhl. Despite the fact that Kreisler poses as the outcast, he

is designated to be the hero of the novd, who saves his lady from danger.

E. T. A. Hoffmann does not show Kreisler's love for Julia in the form

of a parody, because Kreisler never raves about her beauty, as a roman¬

tic hero conventionally should do. Instead, the reader becomes aware of

Kreisler's love only through hints, which statements of other characters

in the novel produce, or through an occasional comment by Kreisler himself.

But Kreisler's love forms the basis for Kreisler's heroic act. The paro¬

dy occurs in how Kreisler saves Julia rather than in his act of saving

her. Instead of strength, Kreisler uses ingenuity and a mysterious

15
Adelbert von Chamlsso., Peter Schlemihls wundersame Geschichte, (Stutt¬

gart; Reclam, 1976), p. 32.

16
ibid., p. 32
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weapon - a portrait - to defeat his enemy. Kreisler himself neither

understands the significance of the portrait, nor does he know why it

will have such a devastating effect on Prinz Rektor. But his intui¬

tion is strong enough that he knows in what way to present the picture

to Rektor, and later how to use the same painting again with Pater

Gyprianus.

These parodies play a relatively small part in Kreisler's character,

for he personifies the figure of the musician. Music constitutes

Kreisler's entire existence. Re thinks of nothing but music. He also

manifests his love for Julia by writing music for her voice and in honor

of her. In his letter to Meister Abraham, he explains his feelings;

Ja hab ich zu reifen Jahren gekommen, mich nicht stets
nüchtern zu erhalten gewusst, hab ich etwa jemals ge¬
wünscht ein Handschuh zu sein bloss um Julias Wange zu
küssen wie Vetter Romeo? - Glaubt es mir nur Meister, die
Leute mögen sagen was sie wollen, im Kopf trag ich nichts
als Noten, und im Gemüt und Herzen die Klänge dazu.

(p. 265)

And yet, despite Kreisler's staunch refusal of strange behavior, he is

capable of constant fluctuations. At times he can be either ecstatically

happy» devastatingly miserable. His feelings know no limit, and only

if he can write or listen to music will he feel better. This fluctua¬

tion of temperament, which can only be soothed by music alone consti¬

tutes the parody Kreisler's figure represents in the novel. Since

Kreisler's artistic nature is such an inate part of himself, his whole

character represents a parody, rather than his being a serious, or comic
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figvire with parodistlc elements. The difference between Kreisler and

other figures of the novel comes from the fact that Kreisler realizes

the characteristics of his own personality. He knows his behavior has

at times symbolized the image of the overemotlonal artist. Since Kreis¬

ler does not take himself seriously, he makes fun of this aspect of his

character. In his conversation with Rätin Benzon, Kreisler explains

these wild fluctuations of mood, and cynically shows her how he has

now changed,thanks to having been "ein Kapellmeister am grossherzog¬

lichen Hofe.":

0 beste Rätin, das 1st nun alles anders geworden. ...
Ich kann mit der grössten Seelenruhe und Gemütlichkeit
zum Don Juan und zur Armida den Takt schlagen, ich kann
der ersten Sängerin freundlich zuwinken, wenn sie in der
merkwürdigsten Kadenz auf den Sprossen der Tonleiter herum¬
hopst, ich kann, wenn der Hofmarschall nach Haydns Jahres¬
zeiten mir zuflüstert: 'G'etoit bien ennuyant mon eher maitre
de chapelle', lächelnd mit dem Kopfe nicken. ... Lasst
den braven Komponisten Kapellmeister oder Musikdirektor werden
.... und Ihr habt bald keine unnütze Fantasten mehr im

Lande, vielmehr lauter nützliche Bürger von guter Erziehung
und milden Sitten! (p. 76-??)

Although being a musician constitutes his whole being - for Kreisler

has not changed - he is capable of parodying himself. Therefore,

Kreisler's self-parody differs form M^lrr's and Irenäus' in that it hap¬

pens completely consciously and not inadvertantly. In this manner E. T.

A. Hoffmann can make Kreisler a parody, and yet let him become much more

hiiman and multi-dimensional. Thereby Kreisler's self-awareness makes

him sympathetic to the reader and keeps him from being a ridiculous

figure. As Ute Späth explains: Kreisler lives in the world of "realer
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17
Phantasie" and achieves his identity through self-recognition.

D. Structural Elements

E. T. A. Hoffmann does not limit parody to the characters of the

novel. The whole construction of Kater Murr also forms a parody in it¬

self. Both the Murr and Kreisler fraigments contain parodlstic features.

The most obvious parody is the fact that the whole novel consists of

fragments. Murr's fragments are a complete joke, for Murr's autobio¬

graphy actually has no resemblance to separate fragments at all. Basi¬

cally the autobiography is a complete life's description, which is inter-
18

rupted by a manuscript which was interspersed by mistake. Each part

resumes exactly where the previous part ended.

The Kreisler fragments are far more confusing. Not until the reader

has read the entire novel, does he realize that the first Kreisler episode

is chronologically the last. Otherwise these fragments, like the Murr

fragments, contain a consecutive story. In the Kreisler episodes,

though, there are parts of the biography missing between each part, which

contain missing plot links, never clarified. Although each fragment con-

17
Ute Späth, "Gebrochene Identität; Stilistische Untersuclparigen z\m

Parallelismus .in_E_. T. A. Hoffmanns Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr,"
GBppinger Arbeiten zvx Germanistik, 15 (GPppingen; Kümmerle, 1970)i P- l6l.

18
See: "Vorwort des Herausgebers: ¥ie erschrak er aber, als er gewahrte,

dass Murrs Geschichte hin und wieder abbricht, und dann fremde Einschieb¬
sel Vorkommen, die einem andern Buch, die Biographie des Kapellmeisters
Kreisler enthaltend, angehören. ... Diese Blätter blieben im Manuskript
und - w\irden, als zu demselblgen gehörig, aus Versehen mit abgedruckt!"
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tains a complete incident, the episode might break .off in the middle

of a conversation, the end of which is never recorded. The novels of

the romantic period, which are made-up of fragments, like Friedricji

Schlegel's Lucinde, do not present the fraigmentation in this manner.

Instead, each fragment will be a separate train of thought which is com¬

plete within Itself but which simply does not belong to a greater plot-

-structiare like a novel. In Lucinde, for example, one episode will dis¬

cuss the character of his child, whereas another will discuss his own

personal feelings about how he, the author, viewed women when he was a

young man. A third episode will contain philosophical thoughts. But

there is no plot. In the Kreisler fragments, there are simply important

details missing from the story, which are not clarified by the end of

the second book. E. T. A. Hoffmann intended to write a third book of

19
Kater Miirr. If he ever had written this part, I am sure that a number

of the mysteries would have been clarified. But Hoffmann still would

not have completed conversations, or added those sequential parts, which

would have completed the plot-structure of the two existing books of

the Kreisler fragments.

Miht's autobiography contains another structural parody; the parody

19
Friedrich Schnapp, ed., E. T. A. Hoffmanns Briefwechsel; Berlin,

1814-1821 (München; Hinkler, I968). See Hoffmann's letter to DUmmler
on September 2, 1821; "Endlich, Verehrtester Freund! erhalten Sie den
Anfang des zweiten Thells vom Kater Minnr. ... Der dritte und letzte
Theil könnte dann wohl, ... zur Neujahrsmesse fertig werden." p. 312.
See also Hoffmann's letter to Lümmler on January 29» 1822; "Murr Tom;
3. ist angefangen, Gott schenke mir nur wieder mehr Kraft und Gesund¬
heit." p. 357*
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of the Bildungsroman. Murr, like the narrators of Simplizissimus,

Moll Flanders, Roderick Random, and Tristram Shandy, writes as the

"old main" looking hack upon his own life. Like all these other novels.

Murr writes chronologically about his birth, education, pairentage, up¬

bringing, problems of surviving the real world, love,marriage, defending

his honor, admission to private clubs, and finally, as the grown man, as

he has been refined by society. Miirr also addresses his readers, and

begs them to learn from his mistakes, and not to follow in his foot¬

steps. Unlike his exaimples, though. Murr has not become hiimble through

his experiences, and he does not tiarn to God in the hope of salvation.

Instead, Murr considers himself to be a genius and equal to a God and

rather expects his readers to worship him. But this conceit is the only

deviation from the examples Murr follows.

The Kreisler fraigments also parody the form of the Bildungsroman.

Only, rather than following the expected pattern, Kreisler makes fun of

it. As his biographer apologizes to the reader:

(es ist) nichts verdriessllcher für einen Historiographen
oder Biographen, als wenn er, wie auf einen wilden Füllen
reitend hin und her sprengen muss, über Stock und Stein,
über Acker und Wiesen, immer nach gebahnten Wegen trachtend,
niemals sie erreichend. So geht es dem, der es unternommen
für dich, geliebter Leser, das aufzuschreiben, was er von
dem wunderlichen Leben des Kapellmeisters Johannes Kreisler
erfahren. Gern hätte er angefangen; In dem kleinen Städtchen
N. oder B. oder K., und zwar am Pfingstmontage oder zu Ostern
des und des Jahres, erblickte Johannes Kreisler das Licht
der Welt! - Aber solche schöne chronologische Ordnung kann
gar nicht aufkommen. (p. 52)

And those glimpses of Kreisler's life which the reader is privileged to
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see axe Kreisler's few descriptions of varying Incidents, in which he

satirizes himself and his past. Since Kreisler is ridiculing the

Bildungsroman in general, he is also making fun of the Murr autobiography

at the same time, since Miarr is trying to conform to the traditional

structure of the Bildungsroman.

In these various ways, then, the whole novel becomes a parody, as

much as the separate characters were parodies. Like the humor in Kater

Murr, parody takes on varying degrees of complexity. Parody can either

be found in the small elements, like the imitation of another writer's

nuances, or it can consist of a personal trait in a character. Sometimes

the whole structure of the novel will be a parody, and finally, as I have

just discussed, the whole form of Kater Murr is a parody of earlier

writers.

Although a character in a novel can have several parodistic traits,

this does not mean that the character itself will be a parody. The per¬

fect example of this is Murr himself. This becomes especially evident in

Murr's parodies of other people's languages. One of Murr's first parody

of tone is his nature description, which begins: "über mir wölbt sich der

weite Sternenhimmel." (p. 13) Until Murr sees the pidgeon, his "roman¬

tische Schwärmerei" is perfect. The words are beautifully phrased, he

uses the right nuances, he shows the correct sentiment. But all of a

sudden, once he sees the pidgeon, he forgets about nature's beauty and

exclaims:

Wie! - wenn die liebe Kleine sich mir nähern wollte? -
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Ich fühle wunderbar es sich in mir regen, ein gewisser
schwärmerischer Appetit reisst mich hin mit unwidersteh¬
licher Gewalt! - 0 käme sie die süsse Huldin, an mein
liebeskrankes Herz wollt ich sie drücken, sie nimmer von
mir lassen - ha dort flattert sie hinein in den Tauben¬
schlag, die Falsche und lässt mich hoffnungslos sitzen
auf dem Dache! - Wie selten ist doch ln dieser dürftigen
verstockten, liebeleeren Zelt wahre Sympathie der
Seelen. (p. 14)

With this outburst of a cat wanting the bird so that he can eat it. Murr

breaks the parodlstic nature of his slliloquy completely. And once

the parody of tone is inte27rupted, the situation becomes humorous.

But Murr breaks the correct language phrasing every single time.

He is incapable of keeping up the model he is trying to follow. Therefore

Murr's parodies, be they parody of tone or parody of theme, always end

hmorously. Somewhere, Murr will always burst out with his own true

feelings. These sentiments usually revolve around his own greatness, or

especially the thought of eating or of obtaining food. Consequently,

despite the fact that Murr has numerous parodlstic elements to his cha¬

racter, he remains a humorous figure.

Kreisler is the exact opposite. His entire figure embodies a

parody, although occasionally he creates humor through his observations.

Often the hvunor will be directed against himself.

Murr and Kreisler's personalities thus complement each other.

Murr is the true comical figure, who charms his audience with his mfe-

judged conclusions, while he sometimes tries to imitate certain models.

Kreisler, on the other hand, represents the serious figure, the complete

parody of the romantic artist, who has a sense of humor. Kreisler's true
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love for music and his whimsical ideas make his character truly sym¬

pathetic . Both characters shape the tone and language of their own

fragment. In using both kinds of writing, Hoffmann has created a

balance in the novel. Each element becomes a mirror for the other

and in this manner humor intensifies parody as parody makes the humor in

the novel more distinct and comical.
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Chapter III.

Structural Unification in Kater Murr.

Ever since its first publication, the outward structure of Kater

Murr has presented a major difficulty for Hoffmann scholars. The con¬

fusion is not eleviated by the editor's apologetic preface, where he

tries to explain the origin of the novel's "zusajnmengewllrfeltes Durch¬

einander." Here the editor claims;

Wie erschrak er aber, als er gewahrte, dass Miorrs Geschichte
hin und wieder abbricht, und dann fremde Einschiebsel ver¬
kommen, die einem andern Buch, die Biographie des Kapell¬
meisters Johannes Kreisler enthaltend, angehören.

• • •

Diese Blätter blieben im Manuskript und - wurden, als zu
demselben gehörig, aus Versehen mit abgedruckt. (p. 7-8)

Since E. T. A. Hoffmann is both the editor and the author of Kater Murr,

it becomes evident that his apology cannot be taken seriously. Instead,

the preface already is part of the parody of the novel structure, which I

discussed in the last chapter. E. T. A. Hoffmann has purposely written

Die Lebens-Ansichten des Katers Murr ln this fragmented manner. And one

of the reasons Hoffmann wrote the apologetic preface, was to give the

reader a hint of how the two biographies fit together, how to recognize

the fragment openings, and that a relationship existed between the two

distinct parts. Of course, it is not to be denied that E. T. A. Hoffmann

probably also enjoyed the confusion his introduction would cause his

readers. Conseq.uently, the attempt of Hans von Müller to correct this
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deficiency by publishing the two paxts of Kater Murr separately in 1903»

was a mistaJce which other scholars soon recognized and corrected.^
The question Kater Murr presents therefore, is not how Hoffmann could have

done anything so rash, but rather what are the elements E. T. A. Hoffmann

uses to tijrn the two distinct biographies into a more cohesive unit, and

also what this coheslan signifies. I will try to clarify this in the

following chapter.

A very basic factor is the appearance of the three main characters

Murr, Kreisler, and Meister Abraham in both fra^ents. At the end of

Murr's autobiography. Murr discusses the fact that Meister Abraham

has to go on a trip and that he, Murr, will be taken care of by Johannes

Kreisler. In the first fra^ent of the Kreisler episodes, Meister Abraham

actually introduces Murr to Kreisler, and asks Kreisler, if he will take

care of Miirr, because he has to go on an extended journey. In these two

fragments then the connection between Murr and Kreisler becomes evident.

The reader links the two figures together, after having read the first

Kreisler episode of the novel. Since Murr is a mature cat when Kreisler

takes care of him, the reader comes to realize that Murr wrote his auto-

bloCgraphy at Kreisler's. And, when Murr used Kreisler's biography as

blotting paper, he must have taken the work directly from Kreisler's

Kenneth Negus, E. T. A. Hoffmann'-s Other ¥orld (Philadelphia: Uni¬
versity of Pennsylvania Press, I965), p. 159: ^ans von Müller pub¬
lished the Kreisler and the Murr sections separately, for he considered
the Murr episodes to be an unfortunate whim, stemming from downright
pathological tendencies in Hoffmann."
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personal library.

Meister Abraham's bond with Murr and Kreisler does not only involve

the physical transference of Murr to Kreisler. Instead Meister Abrahajn's

tie with the two others shows a much deeper connection. Murr was

actually saved from drowning by Meister Abraham, thereby owing his life

and upbringing to Meister Abraham. Kreisler owes his mental happiness to

the Meister, for he gives Kreisler his first serious musical training.

In this way, Meister Mabraham helps both Murr and Kreisler into the life

they are going to lead. At first. Murr claimsl that Meister Abraham is

trying to keep him from his studies. But he soon contradicts himself.

More Important though is the fact that Meister Abraham understands Murr's

personality and sympathizes with his needs. Every time Murr changes a

period in his life, or has an adventure, like fighting the cat-duel,

falling in love with Miesmies, or joins the Katzburschen, Meister Abraham

realizes that Mim: has undergone a psychological change. He then helps

his cat as much as he possibly can, physically and mentally. Murr appre¬

ciates the attention and at one point of his autobiography admits; "Der

Meister verstand mit gebildeten Katern umzugehen." (p. 288)

A much closer bond connects Meister Abraham with Kreisler. Since

they are both musicians, and Meister Abraham introduced Kreisler to the art

of counterpoint and composition, Kreisler considers Meister Abraham his

mentor and close friend. This friendship increases over the years.

When Kreisler needs somebody to talk to, who will understand his mental

anguish, he turns to Meister Abraham. Of all people with whom Kreisler
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associates, Meister Atraham is the only one, who fully comprehends the

musician's personality, sympathizes, and tries to help. Meister Ahraham

is also the only person, who defends Kreisler from the others at Sieg-

hartsweiler. This becomes evident in a discussion Abraham holds with

Rätin Benzon, where he tries to explain Kreisler's chaxacter to her;

Was habt ihr alle gegen diesen Johannes, was hat er euch
Böses getan, dass ihr ihm ... kein Plätzchen gönnt auf
dieser Erde?- wisst ihr's nicht? - Nun so will ich es

euch sagen. - Seht, der Kreisler, trägt nicht eure Farben,
er versteht nicht eure Redensarten, der Stuhl den ihr ihm
hinstellt damit er Platz nehme unter euch, ist ihm zu klein,
zu enge; ihr könnt ihn gar nicht für eiiresgleichen achten,
und das ärgert euch. Er will die Ewigkeit der Verträge die
ihr Uber die Gestaltung des Lebens geschlossen, nicht aner¬
kennen. ... Ihr möget den Kreisler nicht, ... weil ihr
ihn, der Verkehr treibt mit höheren Dingen als die gerade
in euern engen Kreis passen, fürchtet, (p. 248)

Kreisler thereby, as the outsider of the court, finds his support in

Meister Abraham. Kater Murr, who feels just as misunderstood as Kreisler

by society, also finds his human support and understanding in the Meister.

Thereby Meister Abraham forms the link between those elements of society

who do not quite belong into its narrow confines, and society itself,

which also confides in him. In this way the giving of Murr to Kreisler

becomes a symbolical act, which closely connects these two characters

spiritually, although they differ entirely in all their thoughts and

deeds.

Miarr's living with Kreisler consequently takes on two functions in

the complete novel. One, it links Murr to Kreisler on the psychological

level, and two, it gives the sequential order of the wctrk, which enables
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the reader to combine the two separate stories. Herbert Singer dis¬

cusses the significance of the sequential order in the following;

Zwischen dem gescheiterten Fest und Abrahams Bericht davon
erstreckt sich also Murrs Lebenszeit, soweit sie von ihm
selbst beschrieben ist. Kreislerroman und Murrbiographie
schllessen unmittelbar aneinander an; Murrs Bericht endet,
wo der Roman beginnt, und Murrs Leben beginnt, wo der Roman
endet. Wiederum rundet sich ein Kreis.

Die Zentralkomposition des Romans, der Kreis um Kreisler,
ist ln sich geschlossen. ... Murrs gradliniger Lebenslauf,
an den Kreis wie eine Tangente angelehnt, wird doch auch
kompositorisch in den Kreis einbezogen. Was uns vorliegt,
ist ein Oxymoron; ein in sich vollendetes Fragment. 2

Sequential order and time, although very vague, are thereby important

elements for the outward coheslan of the novel. But the complete sig¬

nificance of the circular form of the Kreisler episodes, and its rela¬

tionship do not become clear to the reader until he has completed the

entire work. Therefore, this element of the novel cannot be relied upon

to form the necessary mental connections the reader needs to combine the

Murr and Kreisler episodes as belonging together.

Consequently, E. T. A. Hoffmann has used a number of other devices

to ensure that the work does not seem to be a number of unconnected

fragments. In some details Hoffmann has given Murr and Kreisler super¬

ficial similarities. Both heroes are artists, who can be overwhelmed

by emotion; both fall in love with a beautiful lady, whose musical talent

forms one of the inspirations for their love; both Murr and Kreisler

2
"Kater Mvirr," in Per Deutsche Roman. Vol. I , ed. Benno von Wiese

(Düsseldorf; Bagel, 1963). P- 327-
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fight duels. But with these Incidents the comparisons between the two

figijres end. Especially since the manner in which and the reasons for

which they act stand in extreme contrast with one another. Therefore

these elements of comparison are more coincidental than serious binding

factors.

A much more Important aspect is the interference of the biographer

in both parts of the novel. In the Kreisler fragments, the biographer

turns to the reader, to lament the confusion Kreisler's life presents;

Gern hätte er ß.er Historiograpl^ angefangen; In dem kleinen
Städtchen N. oder B. oder K., ... erblickte Johannes
Kreisler das Licht der ¥elt! - Aber solche schöne chronolo¬
gische Ordnung kann gar nicht aufkommen. (p. 52)

Qr the biographer informs the reader that he is taking matters into his

own hands, and not waiting for the proper order of events, as when

Meister Abraham receives Kreisler's letter and refuses to read it

immediately;

Was gegenwärtigen Biographen betrifft, so glaubt er ganz
und gar nicht an Abrahams stoischen Gleichmut, ... doch
weiss er [der BlograpQ nicht, ob du, geliebter Leser mit
ihm gleichen Sinnes, (T.. deshal'Q soll der geneigte Leser
den Inhalt (des Briefes! gleich buchstäblich erfahren.

(pp. 260-262)

In the Murr episodes, the biographer directs his comments at Mijrr. This

time the remarks show Murr's shortcomings as a writer, while the biographer

tells the reader from where Murr gained his poetical Inspiration. At one

point the biographer even comments that Murr plaguarized his speech from
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Krelsler's ideas:

(Anmerkung des Herausg.:
"Murr, es tut mir leid, dass du dich so oft mit fremden
Federn schmückst. Du wirst, wie ich mit Recht hefdrehten
muss, dadurch hei den geneigten Lesern merklich verlieren.-
Kommen alle diese Betrachtungen mit denen du dich so
trUstest nicht geradehin aus dem Munde des Kapellmeisters
Johannes Kreisler?)" (p. 4l6)

Now Murr would not he able to learn Kreisler’s ideas unless he had a close

connection with the musician. But besides amusing the reader, the inter¬

ruptions of the biographer, in both the Murr and Kreisler fragments,

serve another purpose entirely, i.e. to indicate that the novel was

written by a third person. It shows that Kater Murr is a story which

one person has fabricated, and not a realistic occurrence. Since this

writer knows both Kreisler's and Murr's ideas so intimately and is

even able to tell Murr that he has "decorated himself with the feathers

of" Kreisler's knowledge, it becomes evident that this writer has to

be the sarnie one for both parts of the novel. Thereby true separate

fragments become impossible.

All the abovementloned factors give superficial proofs that the two

biographies of Kater Murr belong together. Without these, the reader

would be at a complete loss trying to figure out the connections.

Nonetheless these similarities do not combine the language and the mood

of the two parts through the elements of humor and pxody. But without

such an inner tie, the biographies would remain separate. Therefore,

E. T. A. Hoffmann has produced this inner connection of the two parts
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through the elements of humor and parody. As I discussed in the first

chapter, the humor in Kater Murr exists on five varying levels of

complexity, of which the most involved level is the entire language of

the novel.. - On this level Murr produces humor by the contrast of what

he considers the emotional, highly sentimental expression, and his own

true character, which interrupts his reveries with those thoughts which

constantly occupy his mind, i.e. food and sleeping. In the Kreisler

fragments Fürst Irenäus falls into the same type of mistake. Kreisler

himself uses this techniq^ue purposely to show the people he is living

with their own absurdities or to ridicule himself. These contrasts

between the real human nature and what they would like to represent,

shows through humor that they - Murr and Fürst Irenäus - live in their own

dreamworld, where they cannot understand reality, which results in Mvirr

and other phllistines not being able to understand and recognize their

own faults. This lack of self-recognition again produces the humor in

the novel. Ute Späth explains this phenomenon:

Miirr . .. kann die Verbindung zwischen Phantasie und
Realität nicht machen. Die Folge 1st fehlende Selbst¬
erkenntnis. ... Mangelnde Selbsterkenntnis wiederum führt
zur Verabsolutierung der gesetzten Normen. Anstatt sie von
einem zweiten Standpunkt aus prüfend zu betrachten, wodurch
sie sich relativiert und sich Murr selbst erkennen würde,
... bleibt der Philister sen eigner Doppelgänger im Spiel

von "Schein" und "Sein". 3

Since the humor which is produced by the discrepancies between the cha-

3 Gebrochene Identität, p. 158.
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racter's fantasy and the reality of the situation exists in both parts of

the novel, humor thereby transcends the limitations of the one figure

that instigates it. Instead comedy becomes a bond between both bio¬

graphies of Kater Murr, and represents a universal element, which

enables the reader to notice the similarities between fragments.

Parody is analogous to humor in this function of the novel. Again,

as with the humor of the language, there is the type of parody which

occvirs in both the Murr and the Kreisler fragments; the parody of

romantic novel themes. Although this parody is mostly defined by the

figures in the Kreisler episodes, there are elements of this kind of

parody in the Murr autobiography. Sometimes the definition of this

parody in the Miirr fragments occurs through the contrast the figure in

the Murr part presents with its counterpart in the Kreisler episodes.

As I commented on in the second chapter, Julia, the heroine of the Kreis¬

ler section and Kreisler's beloved, basically represents a parody of the

sweet, sentimental heroine of a romantic novel. Miesmies, as Murr's

first beloved and later, as his wife, immediately foms the parallel

character to Julia in the Murr episodes. Miesmies is not a parody. But

as the synonymous figure to Julia she fills the same position in the

reader's mind that Julia represents. Through this comparison, Miesmies

reveals hersblf to be Julia's antonym. The contrast is heightened by the

fact that in her speech Miesmies at times uses similar phrases to those

of a romantic novel heroines, as in her first meeting with Murr;

Kühner Kater, wer bist du? Kennst du mich denn? - Wenn
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du aufrichtig hist, so wie ich, und wahr, so sage und
schwöre mir, dass du mich wirklich liehst, (p. 190)

But although Miesmies uses the expected language like: "(wenn du)

aufrichtig (hist) ... und wahr; sage und schwöre;'* or "mich wirklich

liehst." her whole character is contrary to that of the romantic heroine,

and with that contrary to Julia. The reason is that Miesmies very

soon afterwards discusses the fact that Murr's owner is well-situated

enough to feed hoth cats, and makes this her major consideration for

marrying Murr. The true heroine would never think of such mundane mat¬

ters. Later in her relationship with Miirr, Miesmies becomes less and

less sweet and emotional. Thereby the gap between her language and her

deeds increase and she resembles the romantic heroine even less. Since

Miesmies holds the parallel position to Julia, as the hero's beloved,

in the reader's mind, her contrasting character serves to stress Julia's

personality and the parodlstlc figure element Julia represents. In this

way, the contrast between the paxodistic theme in that figure which is

juxtaposed with Julia, the reader compares the two heroines mentally

throughout the novel. Through this contrast the link between Julia and

Miesmies is created. Thereby the lack of parody connects the two bio¬

graphies just as the parallels of parodlstlc themes links the Murr epi¬

sodes with the Kreisler fragments.

One of these parodlstlc themes which occurs in both parts of the

work, thereby enabling other mental ties for the reader, is the theme of

friendship. In Murr's case his friendships with Ponto and Muzlus become
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self-parodistic. But Hedwlga and Julia's friendship in the Kreisler

episodes form a true bond. Other themes that co-occur are: the emotional

axtist, who is overcome by his own sentiments; the proud person, who

expects to be respected and revered for his position in society. Last

but not least, of course, is the theme of love. And, as I also discussed

in the second chapter, the complete structure of each biography repre¬

sents a parody.

Through these interrelations of parodistic themes, or characters,

whose existence is coupled in the reader's mind, like the pair Julia

and Miesmies, parody, like humor transcends the boundaries of its speci¬

fic incident.

Humor and parody are thereby constantly interwoven with each other.

Of course, depending on the character, either humor, or parody will be the

dominating feature of that particular figure. These elements of humor

and parody are even the dominating characteristics of one entire biogra¬

phy. But even if comedy is the predominate mood, there will be parodistic

components in the humor, and vice versa, as I have tried to show in the

previous chapters. Humor and parody thereby balance each other out.

Herbert Singer explains the Inteirelatlon in the following manner:

Erst die scheinbar willkürliche Verknüpfung der Katersatire
mit dem Künstlerroman verleiht jener Gewicht und voller
Bedeutsamkeit. ... ¥enn Hoffmann von "dem skurllen Scherz"

spricht, "der das eigentlich sehr ernste Buch durchflicht",
dann meint er das ganze Werk. Auch der Kreisleixoman ist
nicht arm an Skurilem, doch erst Murr und Kreisler zusammen
konstituieren die stets gegenwärtige Kontrastharmonie von
ernsthaftem Spass und ironischem Tiefsinn, die die unver-
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glelchliche Slgnatiir des Buches ist. 4

Murr represents the "Spass" and Kreisler the "ironischen Tiefsinn." But

each part only reveals its true character in the juxtaposition with the

other half of the novel. In the course of the work, M\jrr's autobio¬

graphy is interspersed into the Kreislerroman like the comedy acts in a

serious drajna, or, it is like Papageno's scenes in Mozart's opera

The Magic Flute. Murr just like Papageno has his own plot, which develops

over the whole span of the novel. Both represent the comic relief of

their more serious counterparts, and yet both Papageno and Murr are

crucial for the unfolding of the plot; Murr by having used Kreisler's

biography as blotting paper; Papageno by his mission to help Tamlno

find and save Pamina. I am not trying to claim that Hoffmann based the

structure of Kater Murr on the example of The Magic Flute, but simply

trying to show how Murr's autobiography functions in the framework of

the entire novel. Murr's story alone, with its continuous tone of self-

-praise, pompous references and comical mistakes, would become trivial

and lose its charm if it were written as a separate work, in the same

way that Papageno's scenes would represent a short farce. The Kreisler

episodes with its sometimes grotesk figures and parody could become too

overwhelming and ponderous for the reader if left as a separate novel,

just as Tamino's search for Pamina and his recognition of the eternal

tznath would become mawkish. Therefore Murr's hixmor relieves the heavy

4
Herbert Singer, Kater Murr, p. 310-
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sentimental parody of the Kreisler episodes. And, in return, Kreisler's

fraigmentary interruptions keep Murr's story from tecoming trivial.

Instead, Kreisler's biography accentuates the chaarm and the true humor

of Murr's autobiography. The comedy strengthens Kreisler's parody and

clarifies what Kreisler is talking about when he ridicules others. Kreis¬

ler 's parody is often directed at just that kind of person that Murr em¬

bodies: the "Philister", as they are named by Hoffmann. But Murr's

charm negates the criticism this parody evokes, for it shows the reader

that the "Philister" element of humanity is to be taken humorously and

not with bitterness. As G. Egli illustrates in his appraisal of

Kater M\irr;

Es bedeutet ... eine unbegreifliche Verkennung von Hoffmanns
künstlerischer Absicht, Katerbiographie und Kreislerfragmente
gesondert herauszugeben. ... Nur ln ihrer Zusammenstellung
mit der Schönheit der Kreislerfragmente enthüllt sich der
ganze Zynismus in Murrs erbärmlicher literarischer Mache -

n\ar ln ihr wird aber auch das Lächeln des versöhnenden Hu¬
mors offenbar, das dem ganzen Werke erst die letzte Weihe
und seine eigentliche Schönheit gibt. 5

Thereby, with the power to incite laughter, the philistine btightens the

life of others, if one does not take their character too seriously. To

rise above the pettiness of a "Philister's" personality, it is Important

to recognize their shortcomings. But it is equally as important not to

^ E. T. A. Hoffmann: Ewigkeit und Endlichkeit in seinem Werk. (Zürich»
Leipzig, Berlin. 1927). pT 117. as quoted in Kenneth Negus, E. 'T. A.
Hoffmann's Other World. (Philadelphia; University of Pennsylvania Press,
1965), p. 159.
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let this naxrow-minded outlook on life ruin one's own pleasures.

Rather, one should enjoy the humorous aspects a philistine's ideas pre¬

sent. At the saime time it is important to learn not to imitate these

same mistakes. Meister Ahraham understands the significance of dealing

with the "Philister" and yet not making his own life hard by trying to

change the philistine's attitude by criticizing his actions. This is

the mistake that Kreisler makes. Miirr tries very hard not to be a "Phi¬

lister" and only gets into trouble, because he is incapable of leading

another kind of life successfully. Abraham tries to explain to Murr his

own insights on the subject, so that Murr will no longer commit these

foolish acts:

Ach mein guter Kater Murr! Kenntest du den Lauf der Welt,
so würdest du einsehen, dass ein Philister, der stets die
Fühlhörner einzieht, es am besten hat. (p. 312t)

But exactly because Murr is a "Philister,"he is unable to understand the

Meister's advice.

Thereby, through humor and parody, the two biographies are connected

by much closer bonds than the outward appearance of the novel suggests.

Each part forms both the contrast and the complement to the other part.

But without the other biography, each one would seem Incomplete.
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CONGLUSION

As I have tried to prove in the foregoing chapters, Die Lebens-

-Ansichten des Katers Murr indeed reveals itself to be a unique novel.

Basically two Independent stories, E. T. A. Hoffmann has combined them

in a most unusual manner: through the intermingling of characters,

structure and the elements of humor and parody.

Murr's autobiography structurally represents the imitation of a

Bildungsroman. The central figure, Miarr himself, creates so many humorous

situations that his whole figure becomes comical. Since Murr perpetrates

hijmor in every situation, and on so many varying levels of complexity,

humor becomes the major element of the autobiography. In fact, hmor

embodies the character of Murr's writings.

The structure of Kreisler's biography bears no outer resemblance

with Murr's story. Here, instead of a linear construction, Kreisler's

fragments start with the last chronological event in Kreisler's life.

The main element of these fragments is parody. Kreisler himself repre¬

sents the parodistic image of a romantic artist. And many of the other

figures personify parodies. Thereby parody becomes the major element

of the Kreisler fragments.

Nonetheless, Murr's autobiography does not consist solely of

humor. Murr himself, and the entire structure of his writings, also

contain parodistic components. Similarly, Kreisler's fragments are not

just parody, but also include humorous figures and incidents.

In this way humor and parody both transcend the limits of their
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individual part. At the same time, the three major figures: Murr,

Kreisler, and Meister Ahrahaiti, co-occur in "both biographies. And a

third person narrator interrupts and comments on both separate parts,

thereby showing that the narrator for both biographies has to be one

and the same writer: E. T. A. Hoffmann.

Consequently Hoffmann has created inner bonds which link Murr's

story with the Kreisler fragments. Although the two biographies ini¬

tially seem to be diametrically opposed to one another, these ties create

such a tightly woven texture that a separation of the two parts becomes

impossible.

Each biography thereby remains distinctly Individualistic, while it

is combined with the other biography. In fact the two contrasting ele¬

ments, humor and parody, enhance each other. Humor reveals the true

force of Hoffmann's parodies, while the parodies show the charm and warmth

of the hiimor.

Thereby humor and parody remain the vital substances of Kater Murr,

which combined produce a work of tremendous charm and masterly artistry.
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